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Mill Costing $75 Million
Eyeing Bardwell-Wickliffe
Kentucky Commissioner of Commerce Katherine
Peden wired the Fulton County News Wednesday of a
major development in the state's industry-seeking pro-
gram.
Miss Peden's wire said:
"Kentucky is delighted in being
considered by West Virginia Pulp
aad Paper as the site for a major
new pulp and paper mill at an in-
itial cost of 50 to 75 million dollars.
"The consideration of Bardwell-
Wickliffe, Ky. community as a
plant location by this major pulp
and paper manufacturer is an im-
portant phase in Kentucky's eco-
nomic development story. Officials
of the company met with Governor
Edward T. Breathitt and me Tues-
day in Frankfort. During our con-
ference they outlined their specific
needs and requirements for infor-
mation which must immediately be
made available. Governor





If you take time to read the
News carefully this week, you'll
find that it can be called truly
"the complete newspaper." With
Jackie Caraway now on our staff,
who incidentally likes to write and
read as much as I do, we've got
this town "but covered." If you
don't believe it, and have the time,
spend the next hour reading this
paper, with its Homemaker supple-
ment, and you'll be the most in-
formed person, on local and area
news in this parts.
There's one story we didn't
cover as "news," this week, simply
because Jackie and I didn't quite
know how to handle it. You see the
story concerns a member of our
staff . . T. C. Taylor . . whose
wife was involved in that miserable
scare last week when the hitch-
hiker knocked on the Taylor home
near Water Valley, almost sending
Mrs. Taylor into shock, as you can
well imagine.
The intruder, who disrobed on
the highway, then went prowling
in the Taylor neighborhood, has
been sent to a mental hospital,
from which he should never have
been dismissed in the first place.
Louise, T. C.'s wife, experienced
some frightening moments that we
just as soon not have her remem-
ber. Luckily the man was appre-
hended before he might have caus-
ed further terror, so for that we
are thankful. So we're going to
forget the whole thing as I hope
Louise can in the not too distance
future.
The days aren't long enough, nor
or the weeks, or the months or the
years, for us to do all the things
we have to do, and for not half of
the things we wish we could do.
This week-end Cite Sauvigny and
I are going to Jackson to be in at-
tendance at the Miss Tennessee
pageant. It will hold especial inter-
est for us since our very own Vicki
Hurd, the 1966 Festival Princess
will be competing for the title of
Miss Tennessee, in which competi-
tion she was runner-up last year.
Vicki is part of our community
family, so you know we'll be all
clued in to the proceedings.
And as if Vicki's participation in
the pageant isn't enough excite-
ment for us, Margaret Ann Butts, a
lovely young lady whom we've
known since she was a tot, will
also be competing. Margaret Ann
is entered as Miss UTMB at Mar-
tin. Her grand-mother is Mrs.
Edith Lowe and her mother is Mrs.
Elias Williamson of Murray.
Margaret Ann has also competed
in the Banana Festival Princess
Pageant, so that makes us even
more interested in the outcome of
the competition. To top it all .
Colonel Mercer Lee Price, our Ba-
nana Festival benefactor is one of
the judges. Cousin Puny, in whose
home ale and I will visit over the
week-end is broadcasting and en-
tertaining.
Ole Home Week ... you'd better
believe it!
Must close for now. It's deadline
time. See you next week.
Original Photos
In this issue available at
SO stints each
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sources of state government to this
effort. The Department of Com-
merce, in particular, will bring its
entire staff capability to bear in
providing the needed information
and assistance. Services of the de-
partment will also be available to
the Bardwell-Wickliffe community.
"Company officials said that in-
formation already available
through the Department of Com-
merce was of great assistance in
their long range evaluation and
consideration of the Bardwell-
Wickliffe area.
A study by Spindletop Incor-
porated feasibility of establishing a
hardwood pulp and paper mill in
western Kentucky was of particular
importance in the analysis of the
Bardwell-Wickliffe location. This is
only one of a number of specific
industry studies which the depart-
ment of Commerce is effectively
using in its industrial development
program throughout the country.
"Harrow Newland, director of
wood products development for the
department, has been in touch with
officials of the West Virginia Pulp
and Paper Company for some
time. He has already furnished
much critical data relating to Ken-
tucky which the company needed
in formulating its development de-
cision. The Department is already
in the process of assembling and
evaluating additional types of eco-
nomic information which are re-
quired."
Former Fultonian Has
Art Show At Murray
Mrs. Janice Lowe Floyd, wife of
John E. Floyd, principal of Lyon
County High School and formerly
of Fulton, will have her senior art
(exhibit in Exhibit Hall, Murray
State University, July 24 - Aug. 5.
The exhibit will consist of paint-
ings, drawings, sculpture, weav-
ing and ceramics. A reception




The News has won awards for out-
standing excellence every year it
has been submitted in judying con-
tests.
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Prospective Industry To Interview
Persons who signed the labor survey forms
sought by a prospective industry in the twin city
area will be called in for interviews next week, Mrs.
Cavita Olive, secretary of the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce announced today.
The interviews will be conducted by T. D. Pen-
tecost of the Tennessee Department of Employ-
ment Security next Thursday and Friday, July 28
and 29 at the Park Terrace.
Cards will be sent out to persons meeting the
qualifications for the industry advising them of
specific hours for the interview. Those applicants
receiving interview notices who are unable to ful-
fill the appointments specified are asked to call the
Employment office in Union City for alternate
hours.
More than 1500 applications were received
during the labor survey. However, those persons
who have not filled out an application and are inter-
ested in employment may do so until Friday of this
week (July 22).
Housing Project Has
36 Units For Elderly
"A survey made by the Public
Housing Commission a year ago
disclosed a need for at least 50
more low cost housing units in Ful-
ton", said Richard Myatt, Execu-
tive Director of the Fulton, Ky.,
Municipal Housing Commission.
"Today we are assured that the
need will be fulfilled", he said, re-
ferring to a telegram from Frank
Albert Stubblefield advising that
the Department .of Housing and
Urban Development had approved
a federal loan in the amount of
$073,344.00 for construction of
thirty-six low rent homes for the
elderly and 14 low rent homes
ranging from 1 to 5 bedroom units.
The homes for the elderly differ
in construction because of the ap-
purtenances such as hand rails,
ramps, low cabinet construction,
emergency signal lights and other
features.
"The 50 units now in Fulton are
filled and there is a waiting list of
over 100 applicants", Myatt said.
"The need is great. We made ap-
plication last October and now that
we have approval the 50 new units
should be ready for occupancy
within two years", he continued
Included in the loan are suffici-
ent funds to build a community
center consisting of an assembly
room with tables and chairs, a
kitchen and bathroom. This center
will be accessible to all the 100
units and will also be available for
civic organization', and activities
not directly eoneerued with the
(Continued on Page ticui)
Colonel Mercer Lee Price, the genial and generous gent who awards scholarships to winners of the Festi-
val's Princess Pageant was in Fulton Tuesday to make some exciting plans for this year's two-day contest.
At a meeting in the News office Mr. Price, second from left, and friends smite broadly as they view a photo
in the Commercial Appeal of Vicki Hurd, Festival princess who is a candidate for Miss Tennessee in the
pageant now in progress in Jackson. With Mr. Price are left to right Rotarians Bill Fossett, Guy Upton and
Joe Sanders. The young fellow in the center is Joe Toy, an executive assistant of the Miss Tennessee
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South Fulton Negro In Top Contention
In Obion County's Magisterial Contest
There's some mighty electioneering on the cam-
paign trail in Tennessee these days.
Candidates are going round and round the State,
the counties, the cities, and the magisterial districts
with campaigns so torrid that the unusually hot weath-
er seems like zero weather by comparison.
While tremendous interest is centered in the guber-
natorial, senatorial and congressional races, there's a
heat wave of -enthusiasm building up in the magisterial
race in the sixteenth district of Obion County with
three young businessmen, a Negro barber and handy-
man, a service station operator and a long-time political
figure seeking three of the posts to be filled.
While four of the candidates are making their po-
litical debut, it is significant that one of the four, a well
known Negro resident of South Fulton since 1921, ap-
pears to be the leading contender, slated on a ticket with
a candidate for the United States Senate (Bass, believed
to be supported by President Johnson) and a guberna-
torial candidate (Hooker, believed to be the candidate of
Senators Robert and Teddy Kennedy.)
The candidates are:
Carl "Sonny" Puckett, Jr., one
01 the twin cities' most prominent
businessmen and civic leaders.
Sonny, as he is affectionately
called, is making his first bid for
public office, because he says, "if
I want our children to get every
advantage available in our educa•
tional system; if I want more in:
dustry for our twin cities; if I want'
to expand our economy by creating
more jobs for our people and if I
want good government for our city,
county and State, I've got to be
willing to find the opportunities to
get them. If it takes running for
public office to do it, I'm willing to
take the chance."
Sharing Sonny's views are two
other young Obion County business-
men who are making their -first Po-
litical campaigns for public office.
They are C. D. Jones, aecociated
with his father in the Jones Coal
and Concrete Company and Ralph
Puckett, a bulk -gasoline distribu-
tor.




Henry Dunn, -Jr., South Fulton
City Manager announced this week
that the city is saving $1,155.00 in
costs of labor by utilizing power
driven equipment to apply weed
killer to the Harris Fork Creek,
rather than cleaning the banks
strictly with hand labor as has
been done in the past. Three men
accomplished the job in 8 days this
year compared to four or five men
taking approximately five weeks to
complete in previous years.
Dunn also announced that the
Nichols Engineering Company has
completed the final application
papers for the request of the city
for the federal grant on water ex-
tensions. The Commission will re-
ceive the matter, to review this
week after which it will be sub-
mitted to the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, the federal agency
from which the grant will be re-
quested.
Dunn, also announced today that
the tennis courts by the S. Fulton
School have been renovated are
now in good condition for public
use. It is expected that the lights




Henry Dunn, South Fulton City
Manager attended a Tennessee
City Manager's Association com-
mittee meeting in Nashville, last
week. The committee was formed
for the purpose of encouraging
high school and college age stu-





Mrs. Peggy Scott Hussey. daugh-
ter of Mrs. Ruth Scott of Fulton,
and one of the best known com-
mercial artists in the southwest, is
now exhibiting her abilities at a
one woman show at the Tulsa Lit-
tle Theatre gallery, Tulsa, Okla,
Mrs. Hussey is showing 36 color-
ful miniatures using thin latest
acrylic-plastic painting techniques
for her various studies of families
and children, landscapes and por-
traits. Some of her works are cur-
rently showing in San Francisco's
Union Court Gallery.
In the commercial art field for
15 years, Mrs. Ilussey completed
(Continued on Page Five!
Mrs. Hussey
You'd Hear A Melody Of Memories If Antiques Could Talk
By Jackie Caraway
"If that trunk could talk, what
tales it could tell", said Ira
Dixon of Dixon Antiques, referring
to a horsehide trunk that went
through the Civil War and is a
treasured item sought after by an
antique museum in West Memphis,
Arkansas.
If antiques were people, they
would have a wonderful time talk-
ing over their prime years. Actual-
ly though, antiques have 
reached
a new high.
They are enjoying more prestige
than accorded to antiques even
some twenty years ago. In the
modern world of %twit line and
boisterous color, anything goes and
many a home owner is success-
fully combining the craftsmanship
of yester-year with the assembly
line products of the twentieth cen-
tury.
In an impromptu search for the
oldest antique in the area we visit-
ed the shop of Clarence Stunson, a
craftsman in his own right, gifted
in the art of restoring antiques.
How marvelous it is to find a man
dedicated to saving and revitaliz-
ing treasured pieces and making
them into prized and usually prac-
tical possessions. What a pleasure
it was to see a solid walnut um-
brella stand with burl walnut in-
serts from the same tree. This
lovely piece completely restored
by Stunson was recently purchased
by Mrs. Gilson Latta.
The usual roll-top type desk is
made of oak, but Mr. Stunson has
one of walnut that will soon be
ready for sale. The desk, a large
one almost five feet long, features
a rotating pigeon hole portion to
the left side of the desk where
drawers would ordinarily be found.
Imagine a rotating movement in
a piece of furniture made over 103
years ago. When this desk is re-
stored, the purchaser will have a
practical roll-top type desk with
the rotating feature and the pleas-
ure of owning and using a tine an-
tique item, much sought after by
the connoisseur.
At the Park Terrace may be
found another very practical and
valuable antique item, a high
chair with cane seat and back,
featuring woden wheels to glide it
about the room. This piece, in ex-
cellent condition and well worth a
trip to view, is placed at over 100
years old.
Thougk Mrs. Jean Smith is not in
the antique business, she is the
proud possessor of a cherry clothes
press with the original sandwich
glass knobs placing it at approxi-
mately 75 years of age. She also
has a cherry spool chest, though
they are usually found in oak, and
a four poster bed with a spool
mechanism through which ropes
pass for a mattress to swing upon.
One of the oldest antiques we
have learned of to date is a rose-
wood spinet piano in fine condi-
tion and considered to be 165 years
old, the property of Mrs. G. J.
Willingham.
Tying for first place might be a
walnut corner cabinet at the Derby
Gift Shop. A fine specimen of
Pennsylvania cabinet work with
double doors top and bottom, this
walnut cabinet with tiger-striped
maple shelves is placed some-
where between 1780 and 1820.
Another item that may go back
further than the spinet and the
(Conttinied on Page floe
Other Photos On Inside Pupal
school financing and the need ft
vigorous leadership in the quest ff
more industry and better roads in
South Fulton and the 16th district.
all three "newcomers" to the polit-
ical arena are waging a house-to-
house effort in support of their
campaigns to "put the 16th district
on the same level as other districts
in Obion County for the benefits
More South Fulton News Page 5
that come from tax revenue to the
area."
Meanwhile the strongest effort on
record is being made among the
Negro leaders in South Fulton to
elect Cummings, 57, who says that
"we need representation in the 16th
district and I'm willing to go after
it, if elected."
In a telephone interview with
Cummings on Wednesday, the Ne
gro candidate said that a "kick
off" of his campaign will be het'.
this Saturday, with plans for a tigh..
organization and house to-house '
solicitations.
Cummings' candidacy will make
its mark felt more strongly in the
vote-getting potential of former
Mayor Milton Counce, who is the
encumbent. Counce, who resigned
his office as Mayor because of ill
health, has heretofore had a strong
following among the Negro popula-
tion of the 16th district.
While Cummings believes that he
will get the major portion of the
Negro vote, which has increased
greatly-as a result of a concerted
registration campaign among his
backers, another strong faction
among the Negro leaders is believ-
ed to be split among the other
candidates.
Cummings told the News that he
has been told that he has a sizeable
number of white supporters, who
may make up the difference need-
ed to win him election as the first
Negro office-holder in Obion Coun-
ty,
"I am going to campaign amont
the white voters as well as the He
gro voters." Cummings told •
News reporter Wednesday. "Whitt
I am not running for 'black powei
that the newspapers are talking
about these days," he said, "I do
think that my people deserve some
power in government." he added.
Circulars distributed in South
Fulton on Wednesday advocated a
slate of Ross Bass for Senate, John
J. Hooker for Governor and Nelson
Cummings for Magistrate. The
circular was *ned by the Tennes-
see Voters Council and the South
Fulton Advisory Council.
The Tennessee Voters Council is
an organization of Negro leaders
who are becoming a force in area
political matters; the South Fulton
Advisory Council is believed to be
composed of local Negro leaders
who have been candidates, or spon-
sored candidates for local offices in
Tennessee.
Another candidate, Jack Lowe.
who lost his first bid for the office
in 1960 by less than 20 votes, told
the News that he has not done any
diligent campaigning as yet, but in-
tends to do so right away. Lowe,
"the mayor of Pierce Station," has
operated a service station in South
Fulton for eight years. He has ser-
ved as deputy sheriff on the staff
of Sheriff Ed Gwaltney.
Lowe, is seeking one of the two
magisterial posts to be filled out of
the city of South Fulton. Other
candidates for the two posts are
Jones and Ralph Puckett.
Counce, Cummings and Sonny
Puckett are seeking the single
magisterial post in the city limits,
now held by Counce. All three mag-
istrates have an equal voice in the
administration of 16th district gov-
ernmental affairs.
Another interesting race to be
decided in the August 4 primary is
that of constable, where former po-
lice chief Elmer Mansfield is seek-
ing the post now held by Harry
Moss Latta, who is seeking re-elec-
tion.
Bill Jolley and Harry McKinney,
encumbent magistrates in the rural
area of the 16th district are not
seeking re-election.
FUN EVENING!
A scavenger hunt is planned
Thursday evening at 7:00 for the
Intermediate department of the
First Baptist Church Training
Union. Members and guests will
meet at Fellowship Hall and will
leave on the hunt not later than
7:90 p. in. Ligon returning to Fel-
lowship Hall refreshments will be
served and a social hour will fol.
4
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Kentucky's Revised Constitution Will Give People
The Voice In Local Government They Deserve
Should the 1891 Constitution be
allowed to stand in the face of pres-
sure which has been building for 22
years for constitutional change? To
the voters of Kentucky, The General
Assembly has submitted for ratifica-
tion a proposed revision. The Revi-
sion is a result-of two years' labor by
the 50 members of the non-partisan
Constitutional Revision Assembly.
The Constitutional question be-
fore the voters in November must be
decided by an intelligent choice, not
appeals to ignorance. It is urged that
all Kentuckians read the proposed
Revision. It is hoped that such a read-
ing will rectify some misconceptions
concerning the home rule section of
the proposed Revision.
In Article VIII, Section 1, there
will be a marked increase in the au-
thority vested in citizens of Kentucky
to govern themselves. The Revision
offers an alternative to the constitu-
tionally dictated structure of local
government which Kentucky now
has. For the first time, voters in cities
and counties will be given the power
to organize local government to suit
unique local problems. Rather than
being vested only with such power as
the General Assembly may give,
cities and counties will be authorized
to do that which is not specifically
denied them by the Constitution, The
General Assembly, or their own
charters. This will give cities and
counties a wide latitude presently im-
possible under the 1891 Constitution.
The charge has been made that the
Bevision will deprive localities of po-
litical power. Such is not the case.
Local officials will not and can-
not be appointed by Frankfort. Vot-
ers within a city or county are the
only group given power to control
the choice of local officers. The Re-
vision specifically states that the
chief executive and legislative bodies
of local government must be elected
while all other officers must be
chosen by local authority (either di-
rectly elected or appointed by other
local officers who are directly elect-
ed). Power over local government
will not, as has been stated, be cen-
tralized in a few individuals.
Local government will not
change unless (1) The General As-
sembly provides for a change by gen-
eral law, or (2) a majority of the local
voters choose a change in their local
government. This is the Revision's
answer to the present constitutional-
ly stratified system of local govern-
ment inherited from medieval Eng-
land over which the local populace
has no control.
In other words the Reevised Con-
stitution will put more power in the
hands of the people.
• Public officials who find it more
profitable to keep the balance of pow-
er in their own hands will oppose the
revision; those who believe that gov-
ernment of the people, by the people,
is a better government will join the
thousands of other dedicated Ken-
tuckians,' seeking progress, economy
and development of the Common-
wealth.
We Long For Blessings Of Security. .. But How?
The amazing success of the
charming little book, "Security Is"
by Charles Schulz may be based on
the nostalgic longing of man for the
security felt in childhood and char-
acterized by the thumb in a blanket.
How many of us recall incidents
of childhood that made us feel secure
and how many of us, as adults strive
for that same feeling of security.
The unhappy paradox lies in the
fact that even though we long for the
blessings of security we do little
about it.
We want the security a demo-
cracy can offer us, but we don't want
to pay the taxes to support our gov-
ernment.
We want the security good law
enforcement officials can give but we
don't want to trouble ourselves to co-
operate with them.
We want fair and intelligent peo-
ple in political office but we refrain
from going to the polls.
We want security for our young
people but we too often fail to set
good examples ourselves.
We long for the security of love
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that only our closest associates can
give us and yet we may debase them.
We want religious tranquility
but we make little effort to carry on
the work of our churches.
We want the assurance of a
healthy body, but we neglect to have
regular health examinations.
We raise a voice of protest
against pornography but we spendmoney for it.
We protest objectionable filmsbut continue to patronize them.
We deplore television when it
insults our intelligence but we caterto that type of presentation.
We want security in the know-ledge that God is with us, yet weturn to Him only in times of distress.
The examples are multimous,the paradox the same. We want theprize but we don't want to run therace.
The world is a worthwhile placebecause this paradox is not true ofevery individual. A discerning lookabout us will determine that the peo-ple who have the security for whichwe have longed are the ones whohave made the effort to attain theirgoal.
"Behold I am against thee, 0 thoumost proud, saith the Lord God ofhosts; for thy day is come, the timethat I will visit thee." Jeremiah 50:31
He will not forever tolerate re-
bellion in those He has created after
His own image. "Turn ye, turn ye for
why will ye die?"
When men. speak ill of thee, live
so as nobody may believe them.
— Plato
THE BLENDING
If each individual drop of water
Felt not its power and worth,
But stayed apart from all the rest,
How lonely the rocky beds would be!
How empty the ears that would not hear
The happy laughter of the brook,
How longing the eyes that could not see
The silvery splashing of the rapids
As they play ring-the-rose and leapfrog
O'er the ageless stones.
How lonely, too, the individual drops
that stay apart
And lend not to the symphony of life.
They sing not in the cascades
Nor o'er the waterfalls;
Nor do they sleep in crystal pools
Of quiet rest and peace.
But lonely they, and vanquished, too.
But lonely not the drops that blend and
harmonize and sing
In joyous songs; their voices raise
In melody, and in God's praise.
Though infinitesimal the voice
Of individual drops may be,
Life's great crescendo's incomplete




"It is better to light one candle
than to curse the darkness," is the
theme of the Christopher program.
"Brighten the corner where you
are", is almost synonomous with
the work of the Salvation Army.
An old gospel hymn repeats the
thought, "this little light of mine,
I'm going to let it shine," the
Bible says, "let your light so shine
before men" and in Proverbs 20,
"The spirit of man is the candle of
the Lord". Hence, The Candle.
This column is not only my
candle but yours. A tiny light in
the darkness of day to day life.
Perhaps something you read here
when repeated to your neighbor or
friend will help him through a time
of near despair. A light hearted
thought or poem will put a smile
upon his face, a serious thought
may linger as a comfort in his
heart. In either case your light
can also Mine among others and
the good that you do will come
back into your own life.
The long awaited summer is full
upon us. The temperature soared
to 120 degrees on Monday when
the air-conditioners refused to co-
operate and battle the heat at the
H. I. Siegel plant. This sort of
thing can make us better appre-
ciate the high ceilings of the old
homes, but the mystery remains
as to how any work at all was ac-
complished when the mercury rose
before the days of electric fans
and air conditioning.
Just think the ladies weren't





by Miss Jessie Orgain
Space—including space missiles
and space travel — is front page
news in every country and every
language in the world today. With
giant telescopes, rockets, missiles,
and finally, space ships men are
seeking an answer to the challenge
of the universe about us. The con-
quent of space for military rea-
sons—to burl weapons of destruc-
tion from one part of the world to
another—has received the most
emphasis, but this is not really the
most important thing about it. The
spirit that leads men to venture in-
to the remote realms if space for
military purposes may result final-
ly in the unlimited exploration of
the universe..
To learn about each of the phases
in the exploration of space the fol-
lowing books will help in your
search for knowledge:
TELSTAR by Louis Solomon. In
this photograph-filled book are
glimpses of communications satel-
lites that preceded Telestar I and
of some that followed, including
Relay, Sjricom, and Telestar II.
GEMINI by United Press Inter.
national. Here, in all its incom-
parable excitement, is America's
historic Gemini 4 flight with As-
tronauts James A. McDivitt and
Edward H. White II. Here are the
6,000 mile walk in space, many
never - before - published photo-
graphs, data on the projected
Apollo moon-shot program, and a
record of pictures and biographies
of the astronauts.
PROJECT APOLLO by Tom
Alexander. This is the history of
the moon project through its basic
development stages and well into
the construction of the ultimate ma-
chinery. In addition, it is a lay-
man's look at the full sweep of
space science and technology as
mirrored in the project's problems
—the reasons behind the basic de-
cisions, the nature of celestial
mechanics and navigation, the
available knowledge on the deep
space environment and the surface
of the moon, and a description of
the spacecraft and its rocket car-
riers.
WE SEVEN by the Astronauts
themselves. This book, like the
man-in-space program which it de-
scribes, is the result of a consider-
able amount of teamwork. Its au-
thors, the seven Astronauts, took
turns carrying out many of the
duties involved in Project Mer-
cury; and they have followed the
same procedure in the preparation
of this volume. As a reader will
soon discover, it is a personal nar-
rative, full of suspense and ad-
venture, reminiscences and beliefs,
facts and opinions, good days and
had days, and patiently detailed
descriptions of a number of com-
plex technical matters which the
Astronauts themselves--as the men
who know the subject best—are
best equipped to explain to others.
THE MOON! NEW WORLD FOR
MEN by Martin Caidin. In this
book we are taken behind the
scenes to share the hopes and joys,
the angers and frustrations of our
lunar programs. With uncompro-
mising candor, Caidin explains the
stakes in the race and tells of our
stri_ngths and weaknesses.
He helps us to watch the miracles
of events taking place far out in
space, and we learn, too, of the
wonderful "fallout" from these
great ventures, the amazing bene-
fits from this struggle to reach the
Moon that filter down to you and
me. This book is the foundation of
everything we have done—and a
preview of what we are about to
do.
It is the saga of man's accepting
the challenge of the greatest ad-
venture he has ever known.
even allowed to combat the 'heat
with skirts three or four inches
above the knee. Even in this ban-
ner year of shorts for both sexes
and an ample supply of light
weight apparel, the heat may make
us somewhat lackadaisical.
If you are more tired but doing
less, you may have a right to be
lazy, after all you have to travel
with the solar system at the rate
of 1,000,000 miles an hour as you
move around the sun at a rate of
70,000 miles an hour and at the
same time you are rotating on the
axis of the earth in a jiggly motion
at a speed of approximately 700
miles an hour! Lie down, take a
nap, cool off, you have every right
to be tired.
If a European vacation is in
store for you this year, why not
visit Llanfairrivallgwyngyllogooger-
ychwyndrobwylffianitysiligogogoch,
Wales. When you come back you
will be sure to get a write-up in
The News provided there is enough
room to say any more than the
name of the city. In case you can-
not pronounce the name it means,
St. Mary's Church by the White
Pool, by the Rapid Whirl
Pool near the Church of St. Siliog
of the Red Cave. It sounds like a
nice cool place to visit so .iend us
a card, we would like to see the
postmark.
When vacationing you can ac-
complish one of two things. You
may find out that your home sur-
roundings are better than you had
originally thought, or you may
come home bursting with ideas to
improve everything. "To know
how sweet your home can be, just
go away but keep the key."
Those of us who do not find a
vacation in our immediate future
can visit distant places,. renew old
acquaintances, and make new
friends in the air conditioned com-
fort of our public libraries. Some
of the most memorable people
never lived except upon the pages
of a book. In our libraries we have
a concentrated effort to combine
fictional material with factual ma-
terial to suit our every mood.
What better time to take advant-
age of such a happy combination.
I am looking forward to my
daily trips to Fulton so that I may
watch the change in the landscape
through the season. The lovely
flowers along the way, tended by
the gifted homemakers, bloom
gaily. The crepe myrtle, of which
Fulton is justly proud, is a joy to
behold.
These flowers too are candles
spreading their beauty to all who
pass their way. The gardener
working hand in hand with God to
produce such lovely blooms should
never feel that -his work is not
noticed by those who pass his wa:.
"A thing of beauty is a joy for-
ever.
, FROM THE FILES:—
.7"' Turning Back The Clock--
July 26, 1946
Fulton's newest business, The Fulton Specialty
House, located on Lake Street Ext., opposite Maynard's
Service Station, was opened to the public July 22. This
new business will specialize in cigars, cigarettes, candy,
novelties, notions and counter goods of all kinds, selling
direct to stores throughout this entire territory. It is
owned and operated by B. C. McClure and C. M. Arnn,
both natives of Fulton and both veterans of World War
The grocery store and residence belonging to Guy
Harris, of McConnell, were completely destroyed by
fire July 23. Both were total losses. The fire was caus-
ed by an oil stove explosion in the house.
011ie James Roberts' 1936 Ford car, which was
stolen here on May 7, has been recovered in Pecos, Tex-
as, according to information received by the Fulton Po-
lice Department Mr. Roberts left for Texas Wednesdayto return the car here.
The Bennett Homemakers Club will hold their an-nual picnic with Mr. and Mrs. 0, C. Croft at their homeon highway 45 tonight, July 26. Picnic lunch will beserved.
From Latham: Mr. and Mrs. Karl Rogers announcethe arrival of a new by girl, born at Haws MemorialHospital last Friday. She will be called Suzanne. Mrs.Rogers was formerly Lydia Winstead,
From Pilot Oak: There were around fifty of thechurch folks who had Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.Cleve Cruse.
From Crutchfield: The Woman's Society of Christ-ian Service met with Mrs. Lucy Turner Thursday, July18. The morning was spent in friendly conversation,with a delicious meal at the noon hour. The meetingwas held after lunch, in charge of the president, Mrs.Percy Veatch and the subject of the study was "Women,Trustees of the Future".
From Palestine: Helen King returned home Mon-day night from a vacation in California and other pointsin the west.




























































































Life Is What We Make It
by Jackie Caraway
Looking at a glass half filled
with water, the pessimist said, "the
glass is half empty", the optimist
said, "the glass is half full".
In the few months remaining in
the year 1966, there is time to weed
the garden, plan the crops for next
season, read the book we have
laid aside, visit the shut-in we
have neglected, and write the let-
ter we keep putting aside. There
still time to renew the promises
we made to ourselves on last New
Year's Eve, time to turn over a
new leaf.
A pessimist, would say there is
not time, the next few months are
as the last, don't make any more
rt solutions until next December
31. The optimist can work and
dream in the knowledge that
though the sand is swiftly falling
in the hour glass, much can be
done. The answer is not in others,
it is within ourselves. We must
join hands with time, not sit and
wait until it passes us by.
There is a cloistered convent
where the sisters must each day
--turn over one shovel full of earth
from the grave in which they are
to be buried. This is not a pessi-
mistic attitude, it is an optimistic
one. They are not thinking that
there is nothing to do but dig their
own graves, but they are to feel
that death is imminent and in the
time remaining they must accom-
plish a great deal.
"Two men looked out of their
prison bars, one saw mud and the
other saw stars." Are we constant-
ly looking for the mud, aiming be-
low our target in life or are we
looking at the stars, striving to be
better individuals? The secret is
in the dedication. The time and
practice it takes to achieve a de-
sire is the most difficult thing to
teach a child and the hardest task
for an adult.
Some ladies were awed by the
workmanship in a lovely crocheted
table cloth. The craftswoman re-
ceiving the praise said, "it is not
so difficult, if you take your time
and work a little on it every day".
That is the secret of success in
any task. Whatever we would like
to accomplish before the year is
over, can be done, if we take our
time and work a little on it every






By Dr. N. Burnett Magruder
Many American clergymen and
distinguished visitors have been
bringing back to America rather
glowing reports of the softening at-
titude of the Communist regimes to
Christians. These optimistic reports
have usually been based on very
superficial observations. For ex-
ample, in Soviet Russia, American
tourists are usually taken to one
church in a given city - no matter
how large the population. The Bap-
tist Church in Moscow has been a
kind of exhibit of the new freedom
in Christianity under the Soviets.
h apparently never occurs to
these observers that one church is
mighty small for a city of several
million.
These reports oi a mellowing at-
titude, however, were brought
crashing to earth by the appear-
aoce in the United States this year
of the Reverend Richard Wurm-
brand, a Rumanian Lutheran
clergyman, who bears in his body,
as did the Apostle Paul, the marks
of torture during fourteen years of
imprisonment in a Communist cell.
Pastor Wurmbrand testified at a
hearing of the Senate Internal Se-
curity Sub-Committee and revealed
the scars on his body from hot
poker and knife wounds he had
received at Communist hands.
Pastor Wurmbrand is deeply dis-
turbed by evidences of pro-Corn-
niunist sympathy he has encount-
ered in the United States. At New-
ark and Philadelphia, he heard
speakers at anti-war gatherings
defend the aims of Red China and
North Viet Nam. Again exposing
the slash marks on his back, neck
and stomach, he told these audi-
ences, "I received these scars from
the Communist oppressors you are
defending. I have seen many men
die under torture rather than yield
to atheism. There can be no com-
promise with Communism." He is
also deeply concerned about the
evidence of appeasements and
toleration of Communists by
churchmen and political leaders.
The conditions under winch the
pastor and other Christians were
imprison are almost too hor-
rible to describe. The believers
were tortured, beaten and starved
and, in the midst of unspeakable
cruelties, their faith was mocked
and Christian symbols were ridicul-
ed. There was no sanitation what-
soever. Christian prisoners were
often tied to crosses for four days
and four nights. The crosses would
then be put on the floor twice a
day and other prisoners would be
beaten and tortured while the
Communists would say, "Look,
your Christ, look, your Christ, how
beautiful He is, adore Him, worship
Him, He brings you fragrances
from Heaven." These' were the
things they said when the dirt of
excrement was thrown upon them.
Many Catholic bishops and nuns
died in the prison, as well as
peasants from the Greek Catholic
Church.
When he was asked if the church
can have peaceful coexistence
with militant atheism, Pastor
Wurmbrand said, "Everyone would
laugh if I said the church could
peacefully coexist with drug addi-
tion or with prostitution. We will
never make peace with sin." One
of his more revealing insights was
the effect of American aid to the
Communist government of Ruman-
ia and the effect this has on the
treatment of anti-Communist pri-
soners. Sitting in the prison of
Sherla, all the prisoners were
gathered as the commandant of
the prison, Major Alexandrescu,
delivered a speech. He told the
prisoners:
"You fools, you sit in prison, ten,
fifteen, twenty years expecting the
Americans to come to release you.
You have loved America, you
have praised it, you have apprec-
iated it, now we give you the news
that the Americans come. But,
they don't come to release you -
they come to help us, to do busi-
ness with us, to give us loans."
This reveals the farce of those
who argue that by sending aid to




On August 6, 1966, many former
residents of Spring Meadows Chil-
dren's Home, Middlestown, Ken-
tucky (formerly the Louisville Bap-
tist Orphan's Home) will return
for a day of fun and fellowship.
This is becoming one of the great
days in the year for Spring Mea-
dows.
There will be a picnic lunch on
the campus followed by a brief
program appropriate for the oc-
casion. Robert H. Cotton, 4514 Vir-
ginia Avenue, Covington, Kentucky,
is President of the Spring Mea-
dows Alumni and Gerald Fultz,
Route 1, Grahn, Kentucky, is sec-
retary.
COOL POSITION
Mrs. John Daniels has a cool posi-
tion in the lovely Fulton Library.
It is wonderful to know that re-
cords, paintings, projectors and
film strips may also be borrowed
from the library as well as books





Thurs., Fri., 8, Sat., 9:00
11:00, 12:00 - 5:00
METHODIST CHURCH HOURS
First Methodists take note: Next
Sunday, July 24, Sunday School
classes will begin at 9!00 a. m.
and morning worship services will
begin at 9:55. The change in time
was unanimously adopted by the
official church board. Just don't
be late.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. 
13, Powers J. B. MANES & SONS GrWifillIdFulfil,
P Gresedeld. Wawa. Phone 235-22113
A 'madly handelup Forts you.
is. the door
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restoretii your Gout... Worship together this week
CanWiktrtlfo du&ReBgtô,v Ayrtensar Thrum
fin active athletic and sor1,1 precis
qa.• teenagera boy a°45w,
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472.1303
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
us for all your insurance needs
231 Minn St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky, Phone 472-3311
E. W. J113334,11 & Son Supermarkets
Hkkman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Platten, Tenn.
THE CITIZENS BANK
east:e our bank your bank
HIckAin, Ky. Phone 236-2655
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-9086
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-IJ)'
Hickman - Fulton Co'.. R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472443.
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen•equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist




Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Peed
Private dining for 7.50
Hemphill Cities Service Statics
Tiros, Battorlos, minor repairs
Broodway St. Phone 471.9073




Funeral services were held
Tuesday, July 19, in the Little
Obion Missionary Baptist Church,
west of Wingo, for Mrs. Ada Car-
penter Hopkins. Bro. H. M. Suthard
and Bro. Martin Rudolph officiat-
ed, and burial was in the church
cemetery. Arrangements were in.
charge of Jackson Funeral Home.
Mrs. Hopkins, 74, died Sunday,
July 17, in Paducah following an
extended illness. She was born in
Graves County, the daughter of the
late Benjamin and Adelle Harkey
Carpenter.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. Joe Roach of Water Valley,
Mrs. Wallace Vaughan of Ripley,
Tenn., and Mrs. Henry Wooten of
Ajo, Arizona, and two sisters, Mrs.
Hattie Myatt of Warren, Mich.,
and Mrs. Mary Puckett of Center
Line, Mich.
W. C. Rowlett
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, July 19, in Doug Murphy Fun-
eral Home at Martin for W. C.
Rowlett, with burial in East Side
Cemetery at Martin.
Mr. Rowlett, a public accountant
of Martin, died on Monday, July 18,
in the Volunteer General Hospital
at Martin.
Surviving are his wife; one son,
Wilton Rowlett, and two grand-
children. He was a brother-in-law
of Mansfield Martin of Fulton.
MRS. GLOVER DIES
The mother of Hall Glover, Mrs.
Stella Glover passed away in Nash-
ville, Tenn., last Thursday morn-
ing. Mrs. J. T. Easterwood is a
grand-daughter. White Ranson
Funeral Home of Union City was
in charge of the funeral arrange-
ments.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
July 20:
FULTON HOSPITAL
Bobby Richardson. Mrs. Elizabeth
Randall. Mrs. Vernon McAlister,
Earl l'hillips, Mrs. Lucile Caldwell,
Jack Yates, Robert Copeland. Miss
Pauline Willett, Mrs. Joyce Faulk-
ner, Fulton: Clarence Oliver, A. G.
Windsor, Stephen Walker, Mrs.
Harold Watson, Glenn Walker,
Charles Stunson, Trimble Gunn,
Carrol Bernard, Frank Gibbs,
Thomas Hurt, Mrs. Carl Kindred,
South Fulton: Mrs. L. D. Dedmon,
Route 2, Fulton; Homer Cruce,
Mrs. J. B. Barclay. Route 4,- Ful-
ton: Mrs. Herman l'arks, Route 5,
Fulton; Mrs. T. A. Dowdy, Clin-
ton; Mrs. Grover Jackson, Route
I. Clinton; Mrs. Bobby Cobb and
laby, Crutchfield; Mrs. Bobby
Wiggins, Jim I.affoon, Mrs. Tal-
madge Adams, Water Valley; Mrs.
Hugh Whitman and twins, Route
2, Water Valley; Mrs. V. A. Bow-
den, Dukedom; Darrell Lynn Cook,
Route 2, Dukedom; Mrs. Charles
Carter and baby, Route 2, Arling-
ton: James Kimbell, Mrs. Weldon
Crews, Route I, Wingo; Mrs. J. R.
Davie, Mrs. Treva Williams, Hick-
man; Jo Etta Guthrie, Kansas
City, Mo.:, Mrs. T. J. Kramer,
Fairfield, Ill.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr:. Marvin Easley, Miss Sara
i.inton, Mrs. Maude Cruce, Mrs.
Rosa Allred, Mrs. Annie King,
Mack Ryan, Mrs. Wendel Butts,
Mrs. Joe Harrison, Mrs. James
Phillips, Fulton; Neal Clinard,
Ilugh Rushton, Miss Margie Guth-
rie, South Fulton; Mrs. Floyce
Crass, Water Valley; Carl Burger,
Mayfield; Robert Lewis Pruett,
Union City.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
July 22: Jennifer Haddad, Mar-
ilyn Hardy, Mrs. Walter Evans,
Jason Yates; July 23: Denise
Barnes, Debbie Cantrell, Mrs. Mil-
ton Counts, Wayne Moss, Dewey
Johnson, Mike Vincent, Mrs. Oria
Walker;
July 24: Gary Bennett, Shirley
Dale Hicks, Mrs. Joe C. Johnson,
Carl Puckett, Sr.; July 25: Rebia
Harris, Pat Holloday; July 28:
Eugene Bard, Larry Carter, Jenni-
fer Moss; July 27: Gayle Bushart,
Ginger Gilbert, W. W. Jetton, Mrs.
John Schwerdt.
DOUBLE HAPPINESS!
Twin sons were born at 2:26 and
2:29 a. m., July 19, at the Fulton
Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Whitman, Water Valley, Rt 2. The
first boy weighed 6 pounds and 12
ounces and the second boy weighed
8 pounds.
e all R et urn," Is Theme Of ReunionLetters To Editor As Three Classes En d Fun - Filled DaysDear Jo and Paul:
flow many licensed rest or nurs-
ing homes are there in our twin
cities? How many elderly residents
do they accommodate? How many
of these residents are male and
how many of these residents are
female? How many of these resi-
dents are alone and without a sin-
gle relative?
It would seem that this situation
would afford an opportunity to the
many persons in this town who are
looking for some worthwhile en-
deavor to take up their spare time.
Elderly people are usually lone-
some people, who appreciate the
smallest gesture of kindness and
friendliness. Perhaps they are re-
membered on their birthdays,
which come only once a year, and
at Christmas time, which also
comes only once a year. There are
then 363 days of the year left for
them to spend in their single room,
isolated from the community and
church life.
It is a known fact that there
have been elderly persons who
have done great things after reach-
ing their so-called "golden years".
liave our elderly residents of our
rest homes been provided with ma-
terial to develop and carry out
creative hobbies that oftentimes
could prove remunerative. The
things they might produce could
be placed in local gift shops and
would be bought by prospective
purchasers. Grandma Moses be- -
came a great and famous painter
in her later years. Winston Church-
ill became great and famous in his
later years - not too much can be
said for his earlier years.
The needs of these elderly citi-
zens present a great challenge to
those of us who are still active
and think we are too busy to un-
dertake another project. Making
these elderly people feel wanted
and loved would be a most gratify-
ing and enriching experience. Let




Speaks In South Fulton
Rev, Gordon Crocker, former
missionary to Ecuador .and now
superintendent of missions in Shel-by county is the guest speaker forthe quarterly meeting of the Asso-ciational W. M. U. today at theSouth Fulion Baptist Church.
Mrs. Patsy Alexander is local
president of the Women's Mission-ary Union of South Fulton Baptist.
Mrs. W. T. Pigue will preside atthe meeting beginning at 10:00a. m. today.
POLIO VACCINE
Oral Sabin polio vaccine will be
given at the Fulton Health Centeron Tuesday, July 20, from 8 a. m.until 12 noon and from 1 p. m. un-til 4 p. m. Any adult having hadone or more of the doses may com-plete the series; however, nonemay be started. Infants and chil-dren may receive first or subse-quent doses.
MEETING CANCELLED
There will be no meeting in Julyof the Marshall Alexander Ameri-
can Legion and Auxiliary. The
regular August meeting will beheld the fourth Monday of themonth.
DEATH'S HOLIDAY
Death took a holiday from Ful-ton last week. No deaths were re-
ported from Wednesday, July 6,
through July 17. It is a pity we
can't make such an announcementmore often.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Attention A&H Salesmen, is your
income satisfactory? If not, we
have openings in your area for
representatives. Let us show you
the way to more income!!! Write
P. 0. Box 422, Madisonville, Ky.,
or phone 821-1440.
rv ANTENNAS: We Install —
Frade-repair and move. Get Our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor pedisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Es
thange Furniture Co.






Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky,
The 1940-41-42 Fulton High School
classes gathered in Fulton last
week-end for the largest class re-
union held in the area. Joe Tress,
Fulton postmaster, did an excellent
job as chairman of the event.
A great many good things were
accomplished at this reunion show-
ing the perpetual interest of the
class members in their Alma
Mater. The group voted to set up
a scholarship fund with the money
left over from the reunion funds.
This money is to be deposited at
First Federal and each year some
capable Fulton High senior will be
presented $100 to help pay his
graduation expenses. The student
will be selected by the Fulton High
faculty and a local class commit-
tee.
Joe Tress, was elecrea as chair-
man for a similar reunion to be
held by the three classes in five
yi UrS.
The reunion- was off to a flying
start Thursday night in the Ken-
tucky Room of the Derby Restaur-
ant when a large group of class
members, their wives and hus-
bands gathered for an unscheduled
dutch party.
Registration was scheduled for
Friday noon at the Hospitality
Center of the l'ark Terrace. Char-
les Browder, David Homra and
James Campbell were hosts for
the occasion. Registering former
students and distributing the sou-
venir bags were Mrs. Carolyn
Atkins Reams, Mrs. Katherine
Brittain Moore, Mrs. Maurine
Ketcham Treas. Mrs. Margaret
Puckett Jones, Mrs. Virginia
Howard Perry and Mrs. Josephine
Brady Omar.
Rains rushed the luau party in-
side at the Park Terrace on Fri-
day night, but it was a beautiful
and memorable evening. Fanny
Williams, waitress at the Park
Terrace, who recently returned
from a Hawaiian vacation, dressed
in a grass skirt as did some of the
other girls, and entertained for the
occasion. Ruth Ann Burnette, Sus-
an Holt and LaDonnit Lawson, stu-
dents of Mrs. Nelson Tripp played
ukeleles and performed Hawaiian
style for the group. Mrs. Joan Col-
lier Dowdy, Mrs. Ilelen Neal Allen,
Mrs. Mildred" Brooks Cloys and
Mrs. Rachel Baldridge Williams
assisted Mrs. Sonny l'uckett with
the lovely luau decorations.
Special luau guests were: Miss
Rhea Looney, former Miss Colo-
rado, Miss Memphis State and a
Class Reunions Summer Pleasure;
Graduates Of 1938 Class To Meet
The Fulton High School class of
1938 is formulating plans for their
reunion to be held July 29-30.
The Park Terrace will serve as
hospitality center for the first event
of the reunion from 2:00 to 5:00
p. m. on Friday, July 29. At 6:30
the same evening a picnic supper
wir be held at the Country Club for
all class members and their fami-
des.
A breakfast will be held at the
Derby on Saturday morning, July
30, and the reunion will close with
a dinner at the Park Terrace at
7:40 p. m. Saturday.
Committees that are making
plans for the reunion are Mercedes
Engel, secretary; Wilburn Allen
and Anita Sue Allen, finance com-
mittee; Joy Hoodenpyle, decorat-
ing; Martha Fry, entertainment;
Anita Browder and Mary Nell
Nlilstead, name plates; Lillian
Cate, Nell Newton and J. T. Nan-
ney, hospitality center and Anna
Polsgrove, special guests.
Bobby Snow was president of the
1938 class. The valedictorian was
Sarah Powers and salutatorian
was Louise Ilerron.
Class members making plans to
attend the event are: Joy Watts
Hoodenpyle, Mercedes Khourie
Engel, Anita Gholson Browder,
James T. Nanney, Martha M.
Merryman Fry. Lillian Cooke Cate,
Anna Kupfer Polsgrove, Dorothy
Morris McKnight, Anita Sue
Pewitt Allen, Nell Buckingham
Newton and Mary N. Damron
Milstead, all of Fulton.
Those planning to attend from
out of town are: Anna Laura
Burnett Covington, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Bonnie Leap Moore, Nash-
ille; Bill Williams, Memphis; Ron-
ald Grogan, Rochester, Mich.;
George B. Crafton, Nashville.
Tenn.; Winna F. Price Nelson,
Warren, Mich.: Maurine Taylor
Ilarrison, Florence, Ala.; Peggyand Robert Koeling, Dallas, Texas;
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thur - Fri July , 21-22
Frankie Avalon Susan Hart











Get Yourself A College
And at 11:04
Mail Order Bride
Sun - Mon. July 24-25
Double Feature
Starts at 7:45




Tues - Wed. July, 26-27




Itobert Snow, Ft. l'ierce, Fla.;
Dorothy Nell Thompson Burtin,
Martin, Tenn.; W. I. Shupe, Marcie
Shoals, Ala.; Louise Herron Allen,
Marion, Ky.; Mary I,ou Allen, Ft.
Knox, Ky. SFC Mary McCrite, Ft.
Rucker, Ala.; Jack Parker, St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Kathryn Homra
Conroy, Louisville. Ky.; Agnes
Wilkins Jones, Louisville, Ky.;
Dorothy Swiggart Maas, Deerfield,
Ill.; James Wheelis, Memphis,
Tenn.
former rtmner-up in the Miss Uni-
verse contest, the daughter of
Charles Looney, class of 1941; Carl
Hurst, Miss'Looney's escort; Terry
Beadles, UK football stal and son
of Mrs. Mossie Morgan Beadles,
also a 1941 class member; Miss
Darlene Roberts, fiancee of Mr.
Beadles; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ma-
han, News Editor of the Fulton
Daily Leader; Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
1.ewis; Miss Mary Martin; Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Holland; Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Butterworth; Mrs.
Hugh Pigue; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Voelpel; Mr. and Mrs. Cal Kille-
brew; Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield
Martin; Miss Polly Thompson;
Miss Katherine Williamson; Mr.
and Mrs. Yewell Harrison and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Carter. Unable to
attend were Miss Mary Royster;
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Giles and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer.
Mr. Homra proved a sparkling
wit at the luau as he presented
funny little gifts as prizes to Wiley
Cowell and Mrs. Mary Browder
Paschall Butler for having the
smallest waists; to Mrs. Sarah Mae
Evans Powell for having the larg-
est number of children; to Mr.
and Mrs. Merville Mullin for hav-
ing the most grand-children and
another prize to Mrs. Butler for
having come from California, the
longest distance- traveled for the
event.
Each class had a separate break-
fast at the Derby Restaurant, Sat-
urday morning, and Saturday af-
ternoon featured a picnic to which
all the children of the class mem-
bers were invited. This was under
the expert direction of Mrs. Gloria
Nelm Stephens.
Joe Tress served as master of
ceremonies for the Saturday night
dinner-dance at the Country Club.
Tress and David Homra were co-
chairmen for the brilliant event.
Mrs. Jo Brady Omar was chair-





City Park was the scene for the
Weaks' reunion held Tuesday July
12. The enticing picnic supper was
served in the evening hours when
"Old Sol" had drifted downward.
Everyone was -glad to see Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Barber and their
charming daughter Lois, who came
all the way from Detroit, Michi-
gan, for the occasion.
Bobby Joe, Patty and Glynn Ray,
the children of Mr. and Mrs. Rus-
sell Ross of Sikeston, Missouri, en-
joyed the park facilities and re-
newed their acquaintance with the
other young people in the Weaks
family.
The Weaks family is well known
in McConnell. Tenn., the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Weaks, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Weeks and chil-
dren Carolyn, Ruth and Ronnie
Phillips, who attended the event.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl King; Mr. and
Mrs. James Hicks and children
Janie Sue and Shirley Dale; Mr.
and Mrs. Randall King and chil-
dren Shirley Jean, Vickie Ann,
Deborah and David are Fulton
residents who participated in the
reunion.
The Barbers, left last Wednes-
day morning for San Angelo, Texas
where they will visit Mrs. Calvin
Hutchins, the sister of Mrs. Bill
Barber, so another reunion is in
store for her.
MISSISSIPPI GUEST
Mrs. Clara Martin of Greenville,
Mississippi visited with her bro-
ther Joe Sanders of the Ferry
Morse Seed Co. last week.
COOL AIR CONDITIONER
The Caraway 1962 Chevrolet is
equipped with a 4-60 air condition-
er. 4 windows down and 60 miles
an hour.
WELCOME VISITOR
Jack Carter, former Fulton post-
master paid a visit to the News
office last week. Mr. Carter is now
in the insurance business in Aus-
tin, Texas. In spite of tempera-
tures pushing past 105 degrees that
day he had a big smile and a
hearty handshake ready for all his
friends.
PINE MOUNTAIN VACATION
"The Book of Job" was a high-
light of the Pine Mountain national
park trip taken by the Rev. and
Mrs. Henry Hanna, Sara Jane Poe,
Carrie Campbell, Brenda Clinard
and Sheila DeMyer. They return-
ed home last week.






Prompt courteous ambulance service, 24 hours a
day seven days a week. Three Cadillac ambulances
air conditioned and oxygen equip'ped. Two mem-
bers of the firm are on duty at all times. Trained
and experienced.
DIAL 472-2332
James Shelton Win Whitnel Ronnie Shelton
"COME TO THE FAIR"





Free Admission to the Fair
Free Parking at Hotel and Fair
(No Room charge for children
In room with parents)
Children's Food 'h price
* * *
* *
"Shindig" featuring the Go- Go Girls
Hunters.8 Jumpers Horse Show
Blue Grass Shindig Show
City of Lexington Recreation
Youth Talent Show
4 - H Horse Show
Horse Pulling Contest
Ole Kaintuck Square Dance Festival
Fiddlers & Folk Singers Contest
* * *
\
THE ABOVE ATTRACTIONS ARE ALL INCLUDED IN YOUR FREE ADMISSION TICKET,COMPLIMENTS OF THE PHOENIX HOTEL, PLUS 35 THRILLING RIDES AND ATTRACTIONS!
CALL OR WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS ...OR JUST BRING THIS AD WITH YOU!
"1/////lli M\\\\\\\\\\\\\\""'"-

















































































































































(Continued /rotn Page One)
walnut cabinet is a lovely music
box in the private collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Robey, which old-
ently was made in a European
country. Its lovely melody casts a
fell of the days of hoop skirts and
powdered wigs. The Robey An-
tique Shop, Rt. 2, S. Fulton, has
many other items, some perhaps
even older, but this music box has
a rare and unusual quality, a prize
to the collector.
Antiques remain a steadfast tri-
bute to the patience and craftsman-
ship of their makers, mute witness-
es to over a century of history
while constantly serving a beauti-
ful as well as a functional purpose.
They bear a silent tribute to their
maker that withstands the tests of
time. Would that we could do as
much.
A picture of Mrs. Carl Robey





Col. Paul J. Durbin, nephew of
Mrs. W. H. Purcell of Fulton has
been assigned to the United States
Army Judiciary with duty station
in Siagon, Vietnam. Prior to assum-
ing his new duties Col. Durbin was
brought back to the Judge Advo-
cate General's School, Charlottes-
ville, Va., to at. the U. S. Army
Judicial Conference July 5-16. He
was in Fulton last week to visit
with Mrs. Purcell and his friends
in this area.
His wife, Margaret is living in
Honolulu and is planning a three
week tour of Japan. His son, Jimmy
is a beach boy at the Hawaiian
Village Hotel at Waikiki Beach.
Paula, the daughter of Col. Dur-
bin, recently received a Masters
Degree from Yale University and
will teach French at Punahou this
fall. She is also an interpreter for
the U. S. Embassy.
Paul Wade On
His Way Up In
Pageant Work
Paul Wade of Jackson, Tenn.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Wade of
South Fulton has been appointed
to the Miss Tennessee Pageant
Executive Committee and was in
charge of the barbecue at Roth-
emit Field, Monday night.
The barbecue is the kick-off for
the construction of the stage and
ramp on which 44 young ladies will
parade July 20-23, as they compete
for the Miss Tennessee crown.
Wade is remembered here for his
activity in the International Ba-
nana Festival and as a member of
the Booster Club. He is presently
employed by the Second National
Bank of Jackson, and is active in
youth work at the First Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church. His wife
is the former Betty Byers of Clin-
ton and they have two sons, Mike
and Bo.
S. Molt Jones Gets
Promotion In Memphis
S. Mott Jones, formerly of South
Fulton, was elected operations of-
ficer of the First National Bank of
Memphis, last week. Mr. Jones
has served in the audit, time-pay,
bond and purchasing departments
since joining the bank in 1958. Mr.
Jones is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute, of Banking and the
Purchasing Agents Associations.
He serves on the Board of Di-
rectors for Family Service of
Memphis and is a member of the
Highlands Street Church of Christ.
His wife is the former Nancy Stov-
all and they have two children.
They reside at 5216 Peg Lane,
Memphis, Tenn.
34-H01ES OF GOLF!
The 1966 Ladies Handicap
Tournament will be played Thurs-
day and Friday at the Fulton
Country Club, it was announced by
Nancy Bushart, handicap chair-
man. This will be a 36 hole meet,
with 18 holes each day.
NANNEY RUNNER-UP!
Pat Nanney was the runner-up at
the Paris Invitational Golf Tourna-
ment held in Paris, Tenn., last
Sunday. Nanney came in one stroke
behind C. J. Kockenderfer, the
winner of Memphis, Tenn.
"LOOK AT MI" WIN!
"Look at Me," a home owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Holland of Al-
bequergue, N. M., placed first in
the ee-year-old fine harness
stake at the Lexington, Ky., Junior
League Horse Show, last week.
Mr. Holland it the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Holland of Fulton.
Mrs. Smith Brown at Park Terrace with high chair.
Umbrella stand purchased by Mrs. Gilson Latta.
ALL PHOTOS BY R. PAUL WESTPHELING, III
Debra Carol Simpson, center is shown selecting several pairs of shoes
that were on sale at Bay Family Shoe Store last week, after she was de-
clared the lucky winner of • hi-fi record player in the Red Goose Shoe
Golden Sweepstakes contest. A picture of Carol and the player was
snapped, but you know how Mese amateur photographers are. With
Debra Carol Is her mother and Bob Bay owner of the store. The Simp-
son, liv• on Route 3, Martin,
PATTERSON VACATION
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Patterson,
Jr., left last week for Normal, Illi-
nois to visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Russ DeLong and daughters, De-
borah and Jennifer. The Pattersons
will go on to Chicago and attend
the Field Day and Flower Show
sponsored by Geo. J. Ball Seed
Co., and then they will proceed to
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin for a short
vacation.
TOP INDUSTRY!
Forestry and its products are one
of Kentucky's most imnoelant in-
dustries. Yet thousands of acres of
valuable timberland are destroyed
each year through carelessness
and ignorance. Help protect your
forestlands by observing fire-pre-
vention rules and reporting viola-
tions of the law, the State Natural
Resources Department advises.
Clarence Sturman shown with rocker he is in process of caning.
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Dee De* Lynn daughter of Mrs. Betty Lynn with walnut cabinet.
Fire Fighting Class Garry Wright Warns
On In South Fulton Of Following Fires
George C. Hunt of the Tennessee
Vocational Training Department
is conducting classes for the South
Fulton firemen in all phases of fire
fighting and the proper use of
water in conjunction with fire fight-
ing.
Nineteen volunteer and paid fire-
men attended the first session of
the school held last week. The next
class will be in September. Garry
Wright, Director of Public Safety
supervises the program.
South Fulton Director of Public
Safety Garry Wright, would like
to call to the attention of the gen-
eral public the fact that following
fire fighting equipment to a fire
scene is a violation of both state
and city law and traffic citations
will be issued for this practice.
The traffic congestion arising
from the influx of additional traf-
fic makes it impossible for fire
fighting equipment to reach the
scene safely and swifty and may
result in the loss of personal pos-
sessions and may endanger lives
annecessarily.
South Fulton Officials Study
Annexation Of More City Area
South Fulton's City Commission
met in regular session last week
and voted to transfer $6000. from
the gas fund to the general fund in-
lieu-of-taxes payment. Included in
the vote a:as the stipulation that
these funds were to subsequently
be transferred to the street aid
fund. The in lieu-of-taxes payment
is made annually by the gas de-
partment.
The Commission also approved
payment for the purchase of a
tractor from Paul Nailing Imple-
ment Company, $2660 of the bill to
be paid from the gas fund, and
$414. to be paid from the general
fund.
A resolution was approved for
an advisory study of annexation of
additional areas, to be made by
the state at no cost to the City.
The City Attorney was directed
to investigate the Henry I. Siegel
parking lot problem since the
neighboring residents have com-
plained of the dust in the area.
No action was taken conciernibg
the discussion regarding radio
equipment for the police car.
City Manager, Henry Dunn, Jr.,
reported that a representative of
the Burroughs Company has been
in South Fulton to set up the City's
accounting machine and to do the
tax billing and quarterly financial
reports. Control panels can be set
on the machine to perform each of
these functions and save bookkeep-
ing costs, he said. Mr. Dunn also
reported that fireproof mattresses
had been purchased for the City
Jail.
A private citizen requested that
the Commission impose a curfew,
however it was pointed out that a
county-wide curfew of 11:00 p. m.
is already in effect
South Fulton Ends
Classes Under 0E0
The South Fulton supplementary
education program for elementary
students, held for the first time
this summer as a federally support-
ed program, came to a close last
Friday. Lunches, textbooks and
all supplies were furnished by the
federal "poverty program" funds,
under the office of Economic De-
velopment Program.
Mrs. Bessie Coltharp was co-
ordinator of the program for 143
students which began June 6. Mrs.
Monette Finch; Mrs. Virginia
Hancock; Mrs. Martha Fowlkes;
Miss Katherine Bradshaw; Mrs.
Bessie Coltharpe; Mrs. Hattie Van-
derford; Mrs. Mildred Anderson
and Guy Finch were the teachers.
MRS. HUSSEY—
'Continues ohm POO• one)
her education in Nashville, then
remained in that city as a com-
mercial artist before gaining com-
missions in Chicago and later in
Tulsa.
In Tulsa, Mrs. Hussey has done
illustrations for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, Oklahoma Natural Gas,
Oral Roberts International, Sunray
DX Magazine, John Deere Chemi-
cal Co., Gunn Bros. Stamps, Sipes
Food Stores, Zebco Div., Bruns-
wick Corp., Holiday Inn and T. D.
Williamson.
In addition, she is often com-
missioned to do portraits of promi-
nent civic, business and social
leaders in the Tulsa area. One such
portrait will hang during her ex-
hibit at Tulsa Little Theatre during
the run of the summer musical,
"South Pacific", now through
Aug. 6.
Festival Needs Your Help
High Steppers In
High Band Learning
The Fulton High School drum
major and the majorettes are at-
tending a majorette camp at Aus-
tin Peay State College in Clarks-
ville, Tenn. They are receiving
concentrated training in baton
twirling and marching.
Those attending from Fulton
are: Brenda McBride, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride;
Julie Powell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Powell; Gail Bushart,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Bushart: Susan Bard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard and John
Reed, drum major, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Reed.
A DEEP RIVER
Echo River in Mammoth Cave
is 360 feet underground.
John Vincent Candidate
For Tennessee Senator
John Vincent, a native of Weak-
ley County. is a candidate for the
office of State Senator, represent-
ing the 24th Senatorial District of
the state of Tennessee, on the
Democratic Primary ticket, Aug-
Mr. Vincent, a property owner
and taxpayer says he will endorse
and support legislation guarantee-
ing a Homestead Exemption. If the
present tax structure and the fi-
nancial position of Tennessee per-
tnits, he states he will support leg-
islation to repeal the 3% Tennes-
see sales tax on utilities, medicines
and drugs. Mr. Vincent expressed
his continued opposition to any tax
increase.
"fhe educational program will
receive my continued support",
Mr. Vincent said. It is the feeling
of Mr. Vincent that the youth of
Tennessee should have every op-
portunity of an educational system,
second to none.
The medical program for the
aged will receive his continued sup-
port he stated and he will support
legislation to guarantee that citi-
zens are given fair and equal rei
resentation. Ile stated in a reed.
news release that he stands 01
posed to any group or faction tha
seeks to take away fair represent:
lion of any citizen.
For the past four years Mr. Vir
cent has worked untiringly to at
cure a better road and•highwa•
system and he promises, if elected
he will continue hi; pursuits, h
said. Ile has personally worked o
industry-seeking • projects a n
would strongly support legislatio
of any type to attract industry
his District and the state of Tez
nesese, he utated.
In the belief that a State Govern
ment should be free to exercise it
rights of independent actions an
decisions which involve all Tenne.
see residents, John Vincent urge
every eitiznit to take advantage c
their right to vote in the Demi
cratic Primary, August 4. If a rot
is cast for him, he believes tha
it will be cast for a qualified
son who will fulfill his Ali.
to the people of Tennessee .a.•




Robert Joseph Hancock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hancock of
Fulton, graduated magna cum
laude from Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn., June 5. He re-
ceived the Bachelor of Engineer-
ing degree..
Mr. Hancock was awarded a
university scholarship upon the
completion of his freshman year at
Vanderbilt on the basis of his out-
standing scholastic rating. In his
senior year he was awarded the
Western Electric Scholarship as the
outstanding electrical engineering
student, .
Hancock was elected to Tau
Beta Pi, honorary fraternity and
in his senior year was elected to
Eta Kappa No, honorary fraternity
and served as recording secretary
for both organizations. Mr. Han-
cock specialized in micro-wave
theory and will assume a position
as Associate Engineer with Gen-
eral Dynamics in Fort Worth,
Texas.
POPEYE PARTY
Tammy Grooms was hostess to
Connie Mann, Teresa Barnes,
Suzanne Byars, Leisa Atwill, Shan-
non Yates, Emma Mulcahy, Jill
Mann, Kim and Cara Craven, Me-
lissa Craig, Jan Sensing, Sammy
and Danny Wall and Gerri Tripp
at a Birthday party climaxed by
their appearance on the Popeye
Television Show at Paducah. Ann
Ragsdale, Sisca Yates and Bob
Craven sent gifts. The event will
be retained on film made at the
home of Tammy Grooms, the 9





Mary Sheltonniesed to entertai
Mayfield residents with hfr radi
program, "At Igtme With Mary:
The show was a popular featuri
across Western Kentucky.
Miss Shelton, who now lives ii
Memphis, returns to Western Ken
lucky July 22-23 for performance
in the Kenlake State Park Amph.
theater near Hardin.
A large delegation from Ma)
field is expected to welcome His
Shelton and Hel Troupe at th
amphitheater on Friday, July 22
designated Mayfield "Commun
ty Night."
Julian Walker, State Parks liti(
partment recreation supervisoi
says: "Miss Shelton is equall
adept on the concert stage singin
with a symphony orchestra, e
seated at the piano presenting on
of her original skits written for th
enjoyment of a particular aud
ence. She logs thousands of mile
each year presenting her On
Woman show for audiences cosi
to coast. She creates and record
jingles for radio and television 1
addition to narrating a series c
records for Columbia."
Miss Shelton has been feature
at national conventions and recen'
ly starred in "Gypsy" at Memphiz
Front Street Theatre with the res
dent company.
Admission to her show is $2.51
$2.00 and half-price for children
Reservations and tickets may b
obtained by phoning the park
(area code 502) 474-2211.
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ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
An Angus Cattle Field Day will
be held next Saturday, July 23 at
Mr. Parnell Garrigan's Ken-Tenn
Angus Farm on the State Line Road
near Jordon, Kentucky. The Field
Day is being jointly sponsored by
the Obion County Angus Associa-
tion and the Ken Lake Angus As-
sociation.
An interesting and informative
program is planned, including a
panel discussion on bulls for the
commercial beef cattle producer.
Also, there will be a discussion of
the purebred breeders' obligation
to the industry by Bill Tanner.
Kent Brown of the American Augus
Association will conduct a type
demonstration.
Registration for the Field Day
will begin at 10:00 a. m. and lunch
. will be served.
SOYBEAN RESEARCH HIGH
LIGHTS FIELD DAY ON JULY 27
How well do soybeans fit into a
double-cropping program? What
are the best varieties to use?
These are only a few of the ques-
tions which may be answered at
.the Soybean Field Day at Milan
next Wednesday, July 27.
"Soybean production is one of
the most rapidly expanding farm
enterprises in the state." "The re-
Aearch work at the Milan station
ahould be of interest to every soy-
bean grower or to anyone having
other interests in the crop."
Obion County farmers are now
growing about 70,000 acres of soy-
beans and this year if farmers re-
oeive $3 per bushel for their beans
and we have a normal yield • soy-
Oeans will bring into Obion County
over five (5) million dollars. We
are not satisfied with our soybean
yields and the University of Ten-
lessee is going all out to break the
barrier to higher yields such as
nas been done with corn and cot-
:on.
The tours of the University of
rennessce's Milan 'Field Station
aegin at 8:30 a. m. and continue
throughout the morning.
There are eight main points of
nterest manned by UT staff mem-
iers. The stops include variety
‘tudies, lime and fertilizer re-
-earch, the importance of micronu-
rients in soybean production,
seed and seedling disease control
.nd row spacing studies.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
July 21 - F'eeder Pig Sale - Dres-
len.
July 22 - West 'rent. Artificial
treeder's Assoc. Meeting - Tren-
'on.
July 23 - Obion County Angus
Field Day - Parnell Garrigan
Farm.












Mrs. Bertha C. McLeod, former
Fulton County Home Agent, will
share her trip to the Triennial
meeting of the Associated Country
Women of the World which was
held in Dublin, Ireland, Septem-
ber 1965, with all Fulton County
Homemakers at their International
Day Program.
The program will be Thursday,
July 21, from 2 to 4 p. m. at the
First Methodist Church in Fulton,
Kentucky. Mrs. McLeod has just
returned from another trip to Eur-
ope, this time having visited eight
countries: Mrs. W. B. Sowell is
serving as program chairman for
this event and will introduce the
speaker.
Mrs. 0. C. Linton of the Fulton
Club and Mrs. Ernest Jenkins of
Victory Club had charge of the
meeting place. The Fulton Club
members will serve as hostesses.
The Bennett Club members will
serve tea to all members and
guests during the social hour which
will follow the program.
All homemakers are urged to
attend this meeting and visitors
are welcome according to Mrs.
Bill Holland, President of Fulton
County Homemakers Association.
• PIERCE STATION-
By Kra, Charles Lowe
A nice crowd attended church at
Johnson Grove Sunday; also, at
Sunday School at Chapel Hill. Bro-
ther King, from Riceville, filled the
pulpit at Johnson Grove at the
morning service.
Orville Carter spent the week end
with his cousins, Jerry and Terry
Donnell, near Clayton, Tenn.
Mrs. Mary Underwood and dau-
ghter, Frances, visited Mrs. Vir-
ginia Hay one afternoon last week.
They are from Moline, Ill.
Mrs. Fronie Giffin spent
week end in Fulton with Mr
Mrs. Gene Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson, for-
merly of Flint. Mich., have moved
to the place vacated by Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Clark.
Shocklet Johnson, of Flint, Mich.,
has been visiting relatives in Ful-
ton and old friends is Pierce.
Mrs. Kenny Roberts and chil-
dren, of Paducah, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Stein user the week end.
Mr. Roberts came down for them
and sj: cnt Sunday night.
We extend sympathy to Hall
Glover in the death of his mother,
who died in Nashville a few days
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall DeMyer
from Lansing, Mich., arrived Sun-
(jaj night to visit Miss Roberta
DeMyer and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
DeMyer.
Mr. am! Mrs. Alton Smithson
loft Sunday for Coulterville, Ill.,
be gone several weeks.
\Ir. and Mrs. Leslie Scott, of
, :roil. are visiting relatives in
F'ullon and Mrs. Scott's brother,
G ire Stein.
'.Iiss Pamela Grier and Miss
ricia Connell, of Fulton, visited
.•lassmate at Decaturville, Tenn.,
..-r the week end.
\Ir. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
.rsburit. spent Sunday with
,itives here.
ommy Toon, of Fulton, spent
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Try It. $.;5 4 
it..0 -I et
Kentucky Btreishl Bourbon. 90 Proof a 100 Proof 6 years old.Bottledin•Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.
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NEWS REPRESENTATIVES MEET IN FRANKFORT — Some 200 rep-
resentatives of newspapers, magazines, television and radio got together
at Governor Edward T. BreathiWs 1966 News Seminar July 15 to hear •
report from the Governor on Kentucky State Government activities and
to ask questions of him and his staff. Breathitt announced that Ken-
tucky currently has underway a $226.5 million construction program for
buildings to house education, recreation, health, library, agriculture and
other services. Shown here, are from left: Mrs. Paul Westpheling, rep-
resenting the Fulton News, and General A. Y. Lloyd, Kentucky Adjut-
ant-General.
DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. Hhilma Westbrook
Revival services at Good Springs
will begin Sunday night, July 24,
at 7:30 p. m. Rev. James West-
brook, of Newbern, will assist the
pastor, Rev. Dale Shelton, during
this week of services. The com-
munity has a cordial invitation to
attend.
On Saturday night, July 23, at
7:30, there will be a fellowship
supper on the church grounds. An
invitation is extended by the Sun-
day School for all who can to en-
joy this occasion with them.
Otho Fukher, who lived in this
community for a number of years,
passed away near Union City. His
body was returned here on Thurs-
day for burial in Acree Cemetery,
where his wife is buried.
Mrs. Lucille Brann visited Mrs.
Rachel Mathis at Farmington last
week.
Mrs. Loyd Mansfield and son, W.
L., returned from a week's visit
with her daughter, Mrs. Jerry Eas-
ley, and family at Lake Melton,
Ohio. They went by plane from
Paducah, but had to return by bus
due to the strike.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Watkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Watkins and Step-
hanie are sightseeing at Mammoth
Cave, leaving Sunday and return-
ing Monday. Little Stephanie was
treated at Fulton Hospital on Fri-
day, after drinking some gasoline
and inhaling some of the fumes.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Brown re-
turned Friday from a trip to Wash-
ington, D. C., having been gone a
week. The children, Mike, Vicki
and Eddie, spent the week with
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Buck
Rogers in Dresden.
Miss Cassandra Brazie, who has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Darnell, will return to her
home at Browns Mill, N. J., on
Wednesday, leaving Memphis by
plane.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead
visited their son Jerry and family
in Memphis last week.
CHESTNUT GLADE
BY Kn., Iliarve• Vaughn
A Gospel meeting will begin at
the Oak Grove Church of Christ
next Sunday, July 24, with services
at 7:45 each evening. There will be
a vacation Bible School conducted
on the same dates from 1:30 to
3:30 each afternoon, with classes
for all are groups. Brother Don
Kesler, who is well-known in this
area, will conduct the adult class
and will do the preaching each
night. Brother Bill Cannon will
teach the teen-age class. The Can-
non family is spending a few
weeks with his parents, enroute to
England, where he will be station-
ed with the armed forces for three
years. The Cannons have lived in
Texas the past several years, where
he has served as chaplain. There
will he efficient teachers for each
other age group. A sincere wel-
come is extended to the public to
each of the services.
A sincere invitation is extended
to all homemakers in the Chestnut
Glade community to the meeting
of the Home Demonstration Club,
when they meet in the home of
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan at 10 a. m.,
July 21. The CluF will be hostess
to the Tumbling Creek Club.
Mr and Mrs. Wilmer Jones and
Randy have returned to their
home in Chardon, Ohio, after a two
weeks visit to their parents and
other relatives in this area.
Chas. Morrison, who has been a
shut-in for the past several weeks,
is improving.
Little Sandra Morrison, who
was so critically injured in the
car wreck where her parents died,
remains in the Union City Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings
have returned, after spending last
week in Louisville, Ky., where
they have horses in the races.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver and
Debbie, from Nashville, spent the
week end with Mrs. Eula Rogers
and Darrell. Bobby is spending the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Joe
Brundige in Clarksville last Sun-
day.
There will be a summer revival
at Ruthville next week with service
each evening at 7:45. Brother Rus-
sell Rogers will do the preaching.
Mrs. Ruby Speight, from De-
troit, has been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Brundige.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Cashon, from
Waverly. Tenn., visited relatives
-he...e last Sunday. They attended
the morning service at Oak Grove.
Mrs. Maxine h.., AL . Adren
have returned to their home in
Knoxville, after visiting her moth-
er in Martin and relatives in this
community.
Three Fulton Countians
Tour UK's Ag Station
Mrs. Blanche Moses, Mrs.
Percy Lee and Lucian Isbell oi
Fulton County accompanied a
group of 30 lay farm, business and
civic leaders from the Purchase
Area to the University of Ken-
tucky's Agricultural College and
Experimental Station, Wednesday,
July 18.
Dr. William A. Seay, dean of the
Experiment Station greeted the
group on their tour to learn more
of the services offered by the Uni-
versity of Kentucky.
S. P. MOORE lk CO.













Aerkelterel agent 'Meek l'estrel Redrew/
CONSERVATION - A NATIONAL
PROBLEM
According to statistics released
by the Department of Agrciulture,
prices received by farmers for pro-
ducts marketed are about the same
as they were in 1962, but prices
paid for produethm items such as
interest, taxes, wages and living
expenses are higher. The farmer's
:Marc of the consumer's dollar has
dropped to 36c - a dron of 13c since
1951. Farm production expenses
have been climbing almost stead-
ily, due in large part to farmer
adoption of labor saving techni-
ques. and will be about one-half
billion dollars higher than the $28.2
billion spent last year. Equipment,
feed and seed items have increas-
ed more than the average, while
costs of fertilizer (including lime)
building and fencing material,
and feeder livestock are lower than
the average.
Because of this continued cost--
price squeeze, can the farmer be
held solely responsible for the con-
servation of the nation's soils?
There are many who believe that
this should be the case because Inc
happens to hold title to the land
temporarilj. Fortunately, however,
the greater number, as evidence
by the at t:on of our Congress, be-
lieved that conservation is the
joint responsibility of the nation
and the farmer. 'I he Congress has
continued to enact legislation for
sharing costs for carrying out ap-
proved conservation measures un-
der the Agricultural Conservation
Program, and also provides for
technical assistance with conserva-
tion and land use problems
through the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. Both of these programs are
administered by locally elected
farmers. Problems of major con-
cern to both groups are the cor-
rection of soil acidity by applica-
tion of limestone and conserving
the nation's water resources by
growing vegetative cover to hold
rainfall in place without excessive
run off, which can create erosion
problems. •
DID YOU KNOW?
Unemployment isn't nearly the
problem under employment is in
rural areas. Under employment
means not getting enough return
for a normal period of work. For
example in 1959, the last income
"census year, U. S. D. A. Econom-
ists estimated that about two mil-
lion persons in rural areas had
net annual incomes of $1,200 or
less. Most of the rural families
with net annual incomes of less
than $1,200 are in the Southern
states. Many of these states have
more than 50,000 families in this
low income group.
Your choice of plate, cup or saucer
when you buy 7 gallons of
ASHLAND VITALIZED GASOLINE
These sparkling luncheon sets In an Early American crystal design are
Ideal for use Indoors and outdoors ... at lunch time ... snack time...
and party time. You'll want several place settings, so start collecting
your plates, cups and saucers now. You get your choice FREE each
time you buy seven gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline.
This offer Is limited and available only at your Ashland Oil Dealer dis-

























Love, sill Yens, the popular City Park is that kind of a place. But back
to the guy in the photo above, that's Greg Williamson blasting th. 
ball
back to his opponent on the tennis court.
And life-guard Ronnie Fo
watches over it all with care
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LITTERBUGS BITEI
Litterbugs will take a $200-mil-
lion bite out of tax money from
June through September, the Na-
tural Resources Department esti-
mates. That much will be spent to
clean up after the litter critters.
Help take the sting out of the litter-
bug by disposing of your trash
with care.
PAROLEES GRADUATE!
A forestry camp in Bell County
operated by the State Departmen
ol Corrections, has "graduated'
some 200 parolees from the State
Reformatory since the camp open
ed four years ago. The parolee,
have saved thousands of acres
timber from fire, officials report
roa rous
' FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LLU3ELTTY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS





Mrs. Westpheling: The Willow Plunge pool is always • popular place during the summer, but on h
ot, hot days its more so, as
In my paper today you were ask- the above photograph indicates.
tog for copies for a Mrs. Ruth
Lewis. So we clipped out the part
they wanted and am sending it to
you for them.
Also, I came in the News office
in May to see you about a prob-
lem I wanted to talk about, but,
unfortunately, you were not there.
I told the lady that was there what
I wanted to toll you. I don't know
if she ever told you or not.
It was about the rest stop con-
venience on the free-ways in Ken-
tucky. We drove from Cincinnati
to Princeton, Ky., and only found
one rest stop with rest room facili-
ties. We had to stop under an
overpass 'to eat our lunch, for it
as raining. dut most important,
is to build some rest rooms. May-

















































Hey there ... you with your feet in the air. T
hat's a high diver at Willow Plunge, eb'
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. It is also the appointed
time for the summer revival. Rev.
Rodgers will be assisted by Rev.
Harold Grissom throughout the
week, each afternoon and evening
service. Everyone is invited to
worship with this congregation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
and children will leave Wednesday
for their home in Elgin, Ill., after
a week's vacation here with par-
ents and all relatives in the area.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter was in
Memphis Saturday for a check-up
with Dr. Tackett, her arthritis
specialist, from which phlehitis de-
veloped, causing her much pain.
She is now under medication. We
hope she will respond very quick-
ly and improve most rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Cashion, of
Waverly, Tenn., were in this area
Sunday and attended church ser-
vices at Oak Grove. They are the
relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Drew
Wall, and the three couples went
out to dinner together, with a nice
visit reported by each couple.
J. W. Bynum was in Jackson,
Tenn., for check-up and treatment
in Madison County General Hos-
pital the past Tuesday. He has
been having periodic treatments
there since an eye operation was
performed a few months ago.
The body of Mrs. Fulgher was
interred at the Acree Cemetery the
past Friday afternoon, after death
came at or near McConnell, where
he has been living for some time.
Mrs. Fulcher passed away a few
years ago and this cemetery
claims their burial plot.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
baby son. Kerry, of Tullahoma,
Tenn., were my dinner guests Sun-
day enroute home. The Frields
were here to attend reunion of Ful-
ton High-40-41-42 classes. Doyle is
a member of the 1942 class. They
report 4 nice time at all the ac-
tivities and 'Us good to see so many
of his classmates after twenty-five
years.
Miss Gay Brown, of Tullahoma.
Tenn., and her friend, from Padu-


















youti. HAVE SOME- 1-'
'THING NICE, WON'T YOU?
I'LL RUN DOWN TO illE SIG
STORE AND GET TWAT
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visit Gay's grandmother, Mrs.
Aieful McClain and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Brown in Dukedom. They left
Saturday for Paducah, where Gay
will visit with her friends, where
they formerly resided.
Some cooler weather came into
our midst Friday afternoon, after
a period of 100 degrees plus wea-
ther. It has been so hot and humid,
all the residents here have been in
slow pace. Not much work going
on except the necessary chores. A
good slow rain and cooling off
would now be appreciated.
We extend congratulations and
best wishes to Rev. and Mrs.
Dempsey Henderson, who have
gone to Brazil as missionaries to
that area. The following was taken
from the Nashville Tennesseean a
fow days ago by Mrs. Doyle
Frields:
A Hopkinsville minister and his
wife are preparing to leave for
Brazil, where they will begin a
new life next month • on a house-
boat on the Amazon River.
The Rev. and Mrs. Dempsey
Henderson have been assigned to
the Brazilian jungle for three years
as Baptist missionaries. His resig-
nation as pastor of Julien Baptist
Church becomes effective July 10.
The Hendersons will spend about
ix months in Manaus, Brazil,
learning the Portuguese language
before moving on to the remote
jungle country surrounding the
Amazon valley.
Following their first three-year
assignment, the Hendersons will
return to the United States for 1.2










(Shirts Beautifully Finished, Tool)
201 W. Slate Line Phone 479-9079
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-S-AVE':- GET BETFER-  AVOID 
 SAVE
MONEY-===.-- SEATS LONG LINES TIME=
You can Save one dollar by ordering t
ickets to the feature attrac-
tions at the 1966 Kentucky State Fair now. 
It's an all new exciting
fair, with new fair dates (the kids are 
out of school) running
through 10 big days. Use this ad as your 
ticket order form. Simply
check off the performances you wish to see 
and what price seats
preferred. Mail with your check, money ord
er or cash for the
correct amount for tickets to: KENTUCKY 
STATE FAIR TICKETS,
P. 0. BOX 17125, LOUISVILLE, KENTUC
KY 40217.
w
- „ Tommy Steiner's CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, st
arring
Fess Parker, television's Daniel Boone. Plus the




.... August 19 - 8 pm.
August 20- 3:30 p.m. E 8 p.m. 8August 21 -1130 pm, :_. 430
Adults: 52 50 $2.00 81.50 How many_ -
Children und•r 12 A0 seats hall price Mom many__ _ -
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HOW SHOW, the
finest show of its kind in America, with cham-
pionship horses performing each night, prizes
given nightly, with the World's Championship
live gaited prize presented Saturday evening.
Nightly perform•nee begins at 7:30 p.m.
Mon. & Tom all met, IKE except boo seMs.
August 24 0 August 25 0
August 26 [:1 August 27 0
Reserved: All Seats Wed.•Fri. $2.50 How man
y 






teemed .1  tor &boar.
STATE FAIR KIT
Please sand me the 1966 State Fair Kit 13
USE THIS AD AS YOUR TICKET ORDER FORM
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Bettor Bottle of Bourboni
sons.ue eme BOTTLED DT HEAVEN PUU. DIETILLENIES, INC. BARDSTOWN. NELSON. COUNTY. KENTUCKY
Page .8 The Fulton News, Thursday, July 21, 1966
THAT'S A MEAN DRUM BEAT, Bobby Caldwell right, tells Jack Aus-tin, let, as they view one of the decorations shown at the Country Clubthat will k, placed all over the city during this year's Festival.
ELLIS PARK RACES
38 - Day Summer Meeting
July 23 through Sept. 5
8 Races Daily Except 9
Races on Wednesday's,
Saturday's & Labor Day
Track located between
Evansville, Ind., & Henderson, Ky.
on U. S. Highway 41 at
Twin Bridges
POST TIME: 2:00 P. M., C.D.S.T.NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
Air Conditioned Club House
JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
Operated By

















• 100% AIR CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKING
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
• 5 FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• 'SOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED
SCOTT 1. ST•W•PT 0.400•Z
S.L.2•11
HOME OF THE FAMOUS
BELL TAVERN
/1•TURING
ESI•NEOAS BROILED SPEC: ALTI ES
HOUSING PROJECT—
(Continued from Page One,
low cost housing project Mr. My-
att announced Wednesday in an in-
terview.
Myatt, who acts in a part time
capacity as Executive Director of
the Fulton, Ky., Municipal Housing
Commission, and who employs a
full time secretary and mainten-
ance man stated that:
"Many people felt that it would
hurt rental property to have such a
housing project in Fulton, but sub-
standard homes vacated by people
moving into the.low cost housing
project have been rentodeled and
up—dated to meet the needs of the
public and are renting substantial-
ly higher than they did previously.
"Rental property has not been
able to keep up with the demand of





Parnell Garrigan's Ken Tenn
Farm will be the scene for the
Obion County and Ken Lake Angus
Association Joint Field Day to be
held July 23. The farm is 7 miles
north of Union ('ity, and 7 miles
southeast of Hickman on the State
Line road. Registration begins at
10:00 a. m.
Lunch will be available and an
interesting and informative pro-
gram, including a panel discussion
on %tills for the commercial opera-
tor, is planned.
Bill Tanner will lead a discussinn
of the purebred breeders obliga-
tion to the industry.
Kent Brawa vita make a type
demonstration with other features




Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has proclaimed July 24-30 "Farm
Safety Week" in Kentucky and
urged Kentuckians to make an ex-
tra effort to curb farm mishaps.
The Governor said farm acci-
dents cripple or kill more than
750,000 persons annually. Use of
farm machinery increases cacti
year, making the chance of acci-
dent more serious, he said.
"Farm safety," the Governor
said, "involves all Kentuckians be-
cause of the movement of farm
vehicles and equipment on public
highways."
June G. Davis of the Agriculture
Department, state farm-safety
chairman, said "Farming is con-
sidered to he our most hazardous
enterprise. A death rate of 64.1
per 100,000 farm workers ranks
third to mining and construction
and costs the lives of 8,300 farm
people each year."
ARMSTRONG FAMILY MOVES
The Dick Armstrong family is
moving to Akron, Ohio. Akron's
gain is Fukton's loss.
000000 ........00000
AT YOUR SERVICE NATION-WIDEI
Is the event el • death away from home get in Much with us before tnaling•ny arr•ng•monft Through Ow nafia,wid• comm.-Nom. we have the faciliBetfor handling • caw from place of dearth to the final interment, ne metrowhat the dist•gc• way be.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
302 Carr St. FuLton Ph: 472-1412
STRICT STRIP
Kentucky has the strictest strip
mining law in the nation, says the
State Natural Resources Depart-
ment. Coal is a valuable resource,
but illegal mining-operations can
pollute streams and erode hillsides.
"Vie Like Bananas"
CATES ADDITION
Rev. and Mrs. Paul' E. Cates
spent the week-end in Huntsville,
Alabama visiting the newest addi-
tion to the Cates family; a 9 lb.
3 1-2 oz. bouncing baby boy born to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Eugene Cates,
Company's Comic Ge. Ready
CORRESPONDENT BURNED
Mrs. Amy Lowe, Pierce corres.
polident sustained a painful burn
while cooking breakfast Sunday
morning, when a skillet of hot
grease turned over searing her
arm from wrist to elbow.
"Bananas Are G-o-o-d"
SMALL FIRE
The fogging machine of Soit'h
Fulton caught fire '1st Wednese -iy
on Vancil Street. Only minor --n-
age rest "-d for the fire was 




Larry Ader, popular young man-
ager of the Southern Bell Tele-
phone company spoke at a regular
meeting of the Rotary Club, Tues-
day of this week. His subject was






That was the year an imaginative 26-year old,
named George H. Hartford, had a brilliant idea.
The idea?
Buy tea direct from the Orient by the clipper shipload.
Eliminate expensive in-between costs.
Sell directly to the public, at great savings...
a small profit.
1859,, ,that's when our ship came in.
That was the beginning.
That's when our founder showed he cared about people.
Today, in keeping with that proud heritage,
A&P is still dedicated to bringing
the most good food, to the most people
for the least amount of money.
Today, more than a century later, we can honestly say,
"WE CARE...about you."
Is this a good reason for shopping AaP?
It's one of many.
COPYRIGHT 0196E THE GREAT ATLANTIC 1 PACIFIC TEA CO . INC
Tu
Orange










U.S.D.A, . INSPECTED WHOLE
IF y .(,,,,,,,,,z,35,)O LIMIT -NONE SOLD TO ,,,bE.R,29c
!4 Sliced Pork Loin  SUPER RIGHT 69c
Chicken Livers U.S.D.A. FROZEN(Lb. 43s)  5 Lb, S189Boo 
Fryer Breast WITH PART RIBATTACHED .1.1/. 6 9C
SUPER RIGHTSkinless Wieners (1-Lb. Pkg. 590
Perch Fillets  
FROZEN OCEAN
(Lb. 35)
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables!
POTATOES :Es
LEMONS UM Size





Ring YCUR CHOICE Ea. 39c,s..•,0.,
HOME STYLE TWIN PACK A At














Cream Cheese :fa, 290
Margarine  ""`"  5 99t
















Ws. Stunts Tack Mrs. C. I. Walker Ruby Collins
ater Valley, Ky, South Fulton, Tenn, Water Valley, Ky.A FEW OF THE MANY RECENT WINNERS: Robert Polsgrove — Mrs. Jack Calliham — Henry Owens — Elsie Weaks — Elizabeth Shepherd — Ivan Brady— Eula Marr — L. B. Wheeler — Mrs. Jimmy Hale — Mts. R. T. Bodkins, —Henry Owens — Mrs. J. D. Murchison — J. A. Norment — Mrs. Leland Jewell- Gene Moody — Mrs. James — Thelma Dillan — Ruth Grooms.
Borax Fab
DETERGENT
















Florient Deodorant 70.. c." 59t
Ad Detergent ILL 2-01 110. 79t
Sandwich Buggies P`"'" 29t
Action Bleach. ii-og. 42c
Ajax Detergent '1.,;13:' 754 32t
(RATH) 2 29c





Green Lima Bems 
MONROE 
1 Lb Can 19
894
CHERRY STAR FORMOSAN 
4
Fruit Driti






0 10.0. Boo  26c
Ritz
• NABISCO CRACKERS
(STACK PACK) 17.0, to,  35c•STRIETMANNCookies  DUTCH APPLE
1b° 
T4
100% C 0 L i IL M6B. '1A: 
895ct
A8tP Coffe
Heinz Tomato Ketchup 14' 2/41c
Heinz Chili Sauce 12 0. 3bc
Mashed Potatoes P"-"au",5,-0 69t










-French or Mirada French
















Car-IFITE PLASTIC LADY SCOTT White Cloud Charwin Tissue Puffs Puffin BiscuitsFACIAL
Sandwich Bags Faded Tissues BATHROOM TISSUE TISSUE
e (54a") 24PM OF SO (24 O"2"(jt 99c200 4 ""ac OFFP14  89c 3 P4-.R.:1  $l°° a Ply) 4:49c
A 8-0e. ftft











Gov, Lawrence Wetherby was
selected by state Democrats as
campaign chairman for the No-
vember congressional and Sen-
ate election.
kin a meeting at the governor's
mansion. the Democratic State
Central Executive Committee al-
so heard some optimistic com-
ments by several party nomi-
nees.
John Young Brown of Lexing-
ton, running against Republican
Sen. John Sherman Cooper, said
the unity he detects in the Dem-
ocratic party bodes well for his
election.
"We have never had a cam-
paign where Cooper was a can-
didate when we didn't beat him
if we were united," Brown said.
"There is no split in our party
this year."
Rep. Norbert Blume, running
against former Louisville May-
or William Cowger for the House
in the 3rd District, said that for
a change the Republicans are
fighting among themselves.
The 3rd now comprises Louis-
ville since Jefferson County was
shifted to the new 4th District.
Blume said a Republican has
won ord., one of the last ten
congressional races at Louisville
if the city is counted as an
entity.
Democrat Eugene Harter. a
Campbellsville newspaperirein,
said "I will do the beat I can
to finish off 100 years of Repub-
licanism in the 5th District."
The Republican incurn bent
from that area in Southeast





Foster Ookerman of Lexington
said campaign headquarters will
be in downtown Frankfort. the
same as during the successful
1964 presidential campaign.
"We'll be ready to do business
in the next few days." he said.
The Democrats also filled two
vacancies on the executive corn- -
mince. Edgar Arnold. editor-
publisher of the Madisonville
Messenger, was named to re-
place the late Clarence Maloney
of Madisonville. Mrs. Phyllis
Wood of Whitley County was
chosen to succeed Helen Smith
of Harlan who resigned to take
a state post.
The Democrats, in a resolu-
tion, expressed their sorrow at
the death of Louisville newspa-
per - esecutive Robert Worth
Bingham.
The Democrats also announced
three nominees for the new cam-
paign finance registry, the
state's watchdog committee to
keep tabs on political campaign
financing and contributions.
They are Mrs. Adron Doran of
Morehead, Jo Ferguson of Loins-





The name of James Albert
Cash of Fancy Farm was among
two nominations for Kentucky
postmasters sent to the Senate
today by President Johnson.
Cash, a resident of Fancy
Farm, Rt. 1, was nominated
for the postmastership at Fan-
cy Farm at the same time
David S. Miranda was nomina-
ted for a similar post at Ash-
land
Both Kentucky residents were
nominated Inc the proposed pest-
masterships by President John-
son. Their appointments must
he approved by the U. S. Sen-
ate.
Cash was one of seven appli-
cants for the postmaritership at
Fancy Farm during tests given
in July, 1965. Sammy Hayden
has been acting potArnast.ir
there since the retirement of
Mrs. Christine Willett about one
year ago.
Cash has been engaged in
farming near Fancy Farm for
the past 20 years. He is the
son of Mrs. Susie Cash and the
late Jim Cash of the community.
He is a veteran of five years





Why not enjoy the very
best in professional dry-
cleaning service?
Misch) Finish
is the finest professional drycleaning service
that anpures you of having a wardrobe that
will always "look like New"!
It's EXCLUSIVE at ...
OR- a't14d4.c
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 472-1700.
PERK UP WITH
I
And you enjoy it sore at the
Dill CREAM!
Meet your Friends and treat
yourself to a refreshing snack
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What's Covered And What Isn't
By Medicare Insurance Plan
Part A of Medicare, the part that pays hospital bills and is atvailable to all Medicare
participants without charge, will cover:
• Room and board in a semiprivate room (2 to 4 beds in a room).
• Nursing services.
• Supplies, appliances, and equipment, such as splints, casts, wheelchairs, crutches, etc.
• Blood transfusions, except for
the first three pinta of blood in a
"spell of illness."
• Medical social services.
•-Therapeutic services, such as
X-ray or radium treatments.
•Operating room costs.
• Drugs furnished by the hos-
pital.
• Diagnostic services, such as
blood testa, electrocardiograms, etc.
'Services of hospital residents
and interns who are in approved
training programs.
NOT COVERED:
The hospitalization part of Medi-
care will NOT cover:
• Physicians and surgeon's ser
vices. (Only Part B of Medicare,
Fulton To
Be Honored
the supplemental part for which
you signed up to pay $3 a month
covers doctor bills.)
• Private room, furnished at
your request, unless it is medically
necessary. (If you request a private
room, you will pay the difference
between the private and semipri-
vate rates.)
• Private duty nurses.
• Cost of first three pints of
blood. (If a donor replaces the
blood, the hospital would not charge
you for it.)
• Personal comfort of conve-
nience itms which you request, such




The benefits to help you pay doc-
tor hills will be your most impor-
tant protection under the medical
insurance' program. Benefits may
be paid for the medical services you
receive from a physician wherever
they are furnished-in a hospital,
in an extended-care facility or
nursing home, in his office, in your
home, or in a clinic.
You select your own physician. A
doctor elites not have to "sign up"
or make any special arrangements
to provide and charge for covered
services. All that is necessary is
tie legally authorized to
Of interest to Homemakers
pt,actice medicine or osteopathy in
his state.
The following list shows the
kinds of physicians' services which
are covered and which are not cov-
ered.
COVERED
Part B of Medicare, the part that
covers doctors' bills and for which
you will pay $3 a month, will cover:
• Medical and surgical service's
by a physician-wherever they are
furnished.
• Medical and surgical services
by a physician-wherever they are
furnished.
• Services in connection with a
physician's treatment, such as:
diagnostic tests, medical supplies,
the services of his nurse, drugs
which cannot be self-administered,
and similar services which he would
ordinarily include in his bill.
• Dental surgery, by a doctor of
dental medicine or a doctor of
dental surgery, but only if it in-
volves major dental surgery, such
as an operation on the jaw.
NOT COVERED:
Part B of Medicare will NOT
cover:
• Routine physical checkups.
• Eye examinations for prescrib-
ing or fitting eyeglasses.
• 
• Hearing examinations for hear-
ing aids.
• Routine dental care.
• Immunizations.
• Services of practitioners such
as chiropractors, naturopaths, chi
ropodists or podiatrists, optome
trists, Christian Science prasattion-
ers.
NOW HEAR THIS
According to the Hearing Aid
Industry Conference- most 'nearing
los4s,,resuit from one •.i four prin-
cipal causes. They are: infection.
otosclerosis b,ne disorder), noise
and age. Six million Americans
who are suffering from hearing
losses of caning degrees could be
helped through medicine, surgery
or the ice- of a hearing aid. How-
ever, they do not know they ran
Ice helped because they will not ad-
' to or recognire their loss and
seek the available help. Why not
invest a little of your time one of
these long Summer days and get
cur hearing tested' Be sure you
are not one of the six million miss-
ing out on the wonderful world of
',told
OPEN TILL 8: PM.
FRI - SAT NITES
If you like outdoor entertainment
and live in or near Murray, May-
field, Fulton, Benton, Paducah,
Cadiz or Hopkinsville, then a spec-
ial Kenlake Amphitheatre "pack-
age" plan may be of interest to
yon.
A special evening has been set
aside at the Amphitheatre for each
of these communities. Arranged by
the Kentucky Department of Parks
and various chambers of com-
merce, the Community Night in-
volves a one-price package plal
for transportation to and frog
Kentake :4tate Park on an air-con-
ditioned bus, a barbecue dinner at
the park and a choice seat in the
aamphitheatre for that night's
musical bill of fare. During the
course of the entertainment, a
special tribute will be paid to rep-
Fyffe's, Fulton County and twin
cities night has beim set for July
29, when Billy add Wheeler, who
Is well known here for his ap-
pearance at the Banana Festival
and for his role in "Stars In My
Crown," will be the attraction
for the evening.
A bus-load, carrying 37 per-
sons, will run from Lake Street
to the Amphitheatre. Persons
wishing to attend may call Me
News effkas.
• • •
resentatives of the Community
Night audience in attendance.
The package charge is $5.25 per
person with the exception of those
from Hopkinsyille and Fulton. Be-
cause of a greater traveling dis-
tance, the package price is $6 per
person from those cities.
FRANK TALK
Hot dog! It's Summer time again!
Time for cook outs and beach
parties and wienie roasts! To add
to your Summer fun, Elects House-
wares has introduced a handy new
barbecue tool called a Frank Spear.
The Frank Spear was designed spe•
cifically to prevent burned fingers,
a common by-product of old time
syienie transfers from roasting fork
to bun With the new tool, you
simply push the spear forward to
secure the franks and pull it back
to release them safely one at a
time. Three franks can be barbe-
cued at once in this neat new way








be a shortage of shot-
gun shells. Buy 10
boxes or more Now




NOW! SAVE BIG... AT OUR JULY
Ladies
Shorts
Sizes to Fit all
Fabulous Fashion Finds for Smart Shoppers!
Mens Sport and Dress
SHIRTS
$2.00 Now. _ $1.55
Sizes 15 to 17 $3.00 Now $2.28 \'\1\
Whole Stock
100% Cotton or Permanent Press fabric
$3.00 Now  $2.33
$2.00 Now $1.50
Ladies Summer Scandals and
White Flats - Whole stock re-
duced for clearance.













Sizes 7 thru 14
Cool Summer Shifts

































Reg. $1.25 Now _ _ 88c
BAR - B -Q GRILLS





Sizes 8 'hi,' 11I
$1.59 Now _ $1.28
$2.00 Now _ _ $1.55
$3.00 Now _ _ $2.28
P. N. HIRSCH st, CO.
307 Broadway
South Fulton
Open 8.30 to 6:00 Mon. - Tho
r 30 to S - Fri. - sat.
Former Governor Stresses
His Long—Time interest
in Preservation Of Lake
Former Gov. Buford Elling-
ton, campaigning hard for the
D• moc r att c gubernatorial
nomination, returned to his
"second borne," Obion county,
Thursday night and was greeted
enthusiastically by a perspir-
ing but a well-fed and contented
crowd at Grove Creek City
Park.
Men, women and child-
ren thronged the main picnic
grounds at the city parkand en-
joyed a free barbecue dinner
before gathering around an Im-
provised platform to listen to
the former governor reminisce
about his frequent trips to Obion
county and Reelfoot lake
and lash into his opponent,
Nashville attorney John Jay
Hooker Jr. The crowd was
estimated at front 1,000 to 1,-
500.
"As you folks know, Reel-
foot Lake is my favorite hangout
and had been for some 10 to
12 years before you folks first
elected me your governor," Mr.
Ellington said. "And with you
people, I had a vision, a vision
at you and I working together to
;preserve this wonderful crea-
-. Moo of nature, a project to stop
the siltation which Is Milne up
the lake. There are $7 million
- available now to accomplish
* this project. The process is
i.Slow but It is progressing."
-; The candidate also had kind
-words for U.S. Rep. Robert A.
'er ata' Everett of Union City
whom he termed a "great con-
gressman." He told the atten-
tive audience, many of whom
were seated on small balm or
straw, especially transported to
the park for that purpose, that he
and Mr. Everett began their long
association when Mr. Everett
was adminiatrative assistant
for former Goy. Gordon Brown-
ing.
"Because of our associa-
tion, your county and its citi-
zens have always been close
to me — your problems always
have been my problems."
Mr. Ellington said Mr.
Hooker, who he referred to
only as" toy opponent," changes
his platform as he travels,
saying one thing in East Ten-
neSsee, another thing in Middle
Tennessee and something else
in West Tennessee.
"He'll say anything to any-
body to gets vote," Mr. Elting-
ton charged. "But I have
the same platform in this end of
the state as I have in every part
of-the state."
Mr. Ellington defended Ten-
nessee's record in education by
declaring the state actually is
16th among the 50 in the per-
centage of state funds allocated
to education.
He also chided Mr. Hooker
for referring to California and
New York as examples for Ten-
nessee to follow.
"He may have an obligation
to New York (an obvious refer-
ence to Mr. Hooker's al-
leged ties with Sen. Bobby Ken-
nedy of New York) but I don't,"
the candidate declared. • "I'm
a Tennessean and the record
will show that the leadership
in our state is doing much more
to solve our problems than is
being done in New York."
He reminded thoseattending
that he promised not to increase
taxes during his former ad-
ministration and that he kept his
promise. He said that during
his four years in office Ten-
nessee obtained 600 new indus-
tries, 800 industries in the state
expanded and 90,000 new jobs
were created.
"We made this kind of pro-
gress before and we'll do It
again," he promised, "we will
go forward in our goal to make
the State of Tennessee a land of





ENDORSED FOR THE SENATE
by His Sound Record
of Progress. I
Frank Clement
Carl Puckett, Jr. Obion County Co.Chsirman
4,1reirr
Grove Creek park' Thursday ntght. Among
the well-wishers greeting him here
from left are: Charles Maness, Max Os-
borne, Emerson Tanner and Al Williams.
What could he more inviting
than a cool blue lake in the midst
of a hot humid Summer day? Very
little, indeed, for water sports are
some of the greatest summer pleas-
ures known to man. There's some-
thing for everyone: the surfer, the
wader, the diver, the casual swim-
mer. the hoatsman. and even the
person who just plain likes to loll
abut!
Water offers fun galore - but it
also holds certain dangers of which
few people are aware. The Hearing
Aid Industry Conference offers the
follteaMg suggestions to avoid
troubles which could impair hear-
ing:
a.) Use correct diving form to
prevent damage to the ear drum
which could lead V. a hearing hiss
b.) Do not let iwean hreakers
hit the ear . this could also dam-
age the ear aunt.
c.) Do not swim in polluted
seaters. Polluted seaters can cause
an infection hat could bring on a
temporary os permanent hearing
loss.
H.A,I.C. urges all swimmers to
remember these simple .tips and use
every safety precaution, including
ear plugs ,nd/or bathing caps.
Swimmers ye also urged to bring
any hearing pretEns, no matter
how treat', to the attention of a
medical tar speciplist immediately.
Once a heating loss has been de-
tected, it can be corrected, or com-
pensated for through medical or
surgical treatment or the use of a
modern hearing aid. The first step,
getting a hearing test once a hear-
ing loss is suspected, is the urgent
action required to get the correc-
tion underway.
ELECTION TALK — Although hoarse from
his many speaking engagements, Buford
Ellington, second from left, a candidate for
governor, was able to joke with sup-
porters during a rally in his honor at
real opportunity for our boys
and girls."
Mr. Ellington piesmised
there would be no income tax
during his four years In office
and that till 3 percent sales
tax would not be increased.
"We will meet our obli-
gations without an income taxon
working men and women and
without increasing our sales
tax," he declared.
He charged that Mr. Hooker
has declared himself for a mini-
mum wage law but actually ac-
cepted 820,000 a few years agc
to lobby against sections of the
federal minimum wage law.
"Is that honest?" the candi-
date asked.
"If you folks will work for
me for the next three weeks,"
Mr. Ellington said, "I'll work
hard for you for the next four
years,"
Mr. Ellington was intro-
duced by Willie Sellers, chair-
man of the Farmers For Elling-
ton committee in Obion county.
The barbecue supper began
at 6 p.m. and Mr. Ellington
trrived at the park shortly be-
ore '7 p.m. He wandered
through the crowd shaking hands
and talking to friends and sup-
Porters before his short ad-
drese and then spent about 30
minutes shaking hands before
leaving the park for the Bill-
more where he spent the night.
YOU'RE INVITED1
An ice cream supper will be held
next Sunday, July 24, at 4.p. in.
at the Cayce Methodist Church,
sponsored by the Cayce-Rush
Creek M. Y. F. Ice cream, home-
made cake and cold drinks will be
served. Plates will be 40c and
drinks 10e. The public is invited to
attend and share the refreshing
fellowship.
Lang MeinorieS
CLAY, Ky. —W. W. John-
son, operator of a grocery here
for nearly 50 years, has learned
it's never too late for a custo-
mer to settle an account.
On Jan. 1, 1925, a customer
gave him a $75 note to cover a
charge account he was unable to
pay. The note was worthless
since the Customer left the state
and couldn't be traced.
Recently, Johnson received a
check to settle the account.
ALWAYS
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"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?," with its sex, profanity,
two drunken faculty couples and
superb acting, opened to mostly
ecstatic reviews like:
"Monumental piece of Ameri-
can drama" — Phil Scheuer,
Los Angeles Times. "Strong
contender for this year's hon-
ors" — George Jackson, L.A.
Herald-Examiner.
But how does it set with the
general public?
To find out, this reporter sta-
tioned himself with pad and
pencil in the lobby of the Pan-
tages theater at show-ending
time and approached emerging
patrons with: "How did you like
the picture?"
Conclusion: Most ,people feel
strongly pro or con — with fa-
vorable votes in the lead — ex-
cept for those who say, "The
acting WILS great, but...'
Gray-haired man: "Very
good." Woman about 30: "I'm
trying to figure it out." A youth:
"I loved the acting. The story, I
don't know." A housewife: "If
I could get a refund. I'd go ask
for it." Gray-haired woman:
"Yuh-uh-uch!" — that tmspeJle-
hie exclamation of disgust. Her
husband: "The acting you
couldn't beat."
Assorted women, mostly mid-
dle-aged: "Very exciting. Dif-
ferent. Of course, they're all
neurotics". "Just marvelous.
Both (Liz and husband Richard
Burton) deserve the Academy
Award." "He — Burton —
makes the picture." "Gives one
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ofore's Hew TN Game Is P1ey•41
ea. adult customer will be issued on. ....do r TIc
Card which h will keep until Int or she h. • training ,Arf
Then you may start another card
Each adult customer all! also receive o TIC,Tac•T,N,
TICKE7 each time he or .he visit, the store tno purcha3,Is necessary, On thls ticket win be a MYSTERY CELL. with
• cell number and either the letter ''O'' or "X" in the cellTo find the revelers cell numb., and mystery letter. you jud
punch out the chip from the small ticket Your cell number
•nd Ir.*, wlll •OlNar When the mlstery letter -'0" etda'ar,yOu may deetrov it, as It represents OUR PLAY When the
mystery letter "X appearo this represents YOUR PLAY, aoMatch thi• with the correctDICIeL number on our KASTEttCARD. when Yoe ha. !NM .1-5- In a line or row. noel-
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BISCUITSs.7.417.' 4* POTATO C 141 PS suis GoLD 39'
TEA 15A6S`11°:  69 SALAD DR ESS 1 NG"" 39
SNOWDRIFT._ _.. .11-e " ":4.10 ROOT BEER t=641= 64."cr 39'
it, 4:0 411.3 400da, at1).W.*.
FROZEN FRENCH FRIES -.2.14.5".”,10.0*
FROZEN FISH STICKS  5 LB' B" 4119
FROZEN ORANGE JUICEFX-"AT.99s
WATERMELONS DLIC3 *P4C" 79g
GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS ....1O'
* JUICY LEMONS  "lit °"" 19s
CANTALOUPES T"Lee  109
• • • • •
CUT UP RY S  LI.."14 * SPLIT BROILERS 14..354 if STEwING cwciteN. , 354
HAMBURGER MEAT 3L8s sit° BACON s.L.71r1kP.T.c.: 65k
SLICED PORK LIVER 39 FRAN KS  .4cit
STEAK ic°u-53-6-z 90.9 FAT BACK  L8 . .29g
NECK BONE.L.B. 2 PIG FEET. 1:t.3-..19'
LIVER PEDQK LB. dic# JOWLsGLAIr 2i.9
FISiV4ITIN L6. 2 SHRIMP 3L85'499
BOLOGNA :. 351/4 STICKS T-:s. sit?
;c`:;t7:'": 6 L9.45kROAST 1 ROASIP4.%:cat.9 61;*











sold in Kentucky has
been adopted by the
Division of Weights
and Measures. It will
become effective next
month and will serve




ages they buy at the
store or supermarket.
The measure will
set minimum sizes aid
number of letters that
specify quantity con-
tained in a package.
Also required is that
quantity statements
appear on the main
display panel in a style
that is easy to read.
Terms such as
"jumbo" and "giant"
will be prohibited if
they tend to exaggerate
the amount contained
in the package. In
other words, such
terms cannot be used





by the national Bureau
of Standards. Its
adoption will give our
Weights and Measures
inspectors guidelines
to use in tiv inspection
of packaged items.





the Divi sicn of Weights
and Measures wants
to be sure that the
buying public is not
misled by statements
appearing on packages.
* * * *













be crowned as an
opening night feature
of the Kentucky State
Fair on August 18.
The Pageant will open




are scheduled for the
three-day event which
is designed to promote
Kentucky's number
one cash crop. The
new Kentucky Tobacoo
Princess will receive
a VOID college scholar-




Va. , in October.
This year's pageant
has been expanded and
should prove to be the
mostexciting and
colorful one yet. I
hope that a majority
of our tobacco mar-
keting centers will be
represented.
* * * *
The 1966 county fair
season is now in full
swing throughout Ken-
tucky, and each year








are the Boyle, Butler,
Henry, Johnson,
Marshall, Muhl e n-
berg, Pendleton, and
Russell County fairs.
Each of these fairs
has met the standards
set by the Department
to regulate allocations
of the available funds.
Another point of
progress is the
nurnbe r of fairs
holding dairy type and
production contests.







year at this time, 980 applica-
tions for the 2250 pmbliag
stamp had been received by the
Internal Revenue Service. So
far this year, there are 12.
The sharp contrast Is an ap-
parent result of the date's nen
saithine law.
The UN Legislature outlawed
*ball maddont tint take
mare dissi ewe cola per pme.
mantudele mere thee II tree
pens. have • bee-game knock-
elf maw, or require s federal
pentlegsbavice mamp.
The federal stamps for coin
sat:bine, that otter the player
a "parer through the element
08 dustbin are required by the
federal pvernment.
Motor vehicle accidents are
the leading cause of accidental
death to farm residents, ac-
cording to the National Safety
Council.
IF YOU NEED PAINT






$5.95 Quality Red Barn Paint, gal. $2.95
$6.95 Quality All-Purpose Aluminum, gal $3.69
11.40 Quality Acrylic Latex House Paint . .
Whit* — Custom Colors 25c IL 50c Extra
1.95 Quality Super 1 Coat House Paint. . $4.69
White Only
55.95 Quality Hi Value House Paint . . . . $2.95
Whit* Only
THESE ARE FIRST LINE
TOP QUALITY PAINTS
MERCHANDISED ON A VOLUME BASIS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Phone 479-1864
S.P.Moore&Company
140 Broadway South Fulton. Tenn.





Ron Johnson, staff writer- for
the Sun-Democrat for two years
and 10 months, has resigned to
accept a state government job
in the office of Highway Com-
missioner Henry Ward.
Johnson, 26, will serve as ad-
ministrative assistant to Ward.
His special area of interest will
be in the field of highway de-
partment press relations.
Johnson joined the S-D staff
Sept. 9, 1963, after serving for
a year as sports editor of the
Sikeston (Mo.) Standard. A na-
tive of Missouri, he is a grad-
uate of Missouri and Missouri
State College.
Besides general reporting as-
signments, Johnson served as
S-0 farm editor with responsi-
bility for a weekly display of
agricultural n e w s, and fre-
quently worked in the capacity
of sports, wire or city editor
In the absence of regular eth-
tors.
He maintained an avid inter-
at in sports and Mien carried
out sports department assign-
ments. folmsee aelered
-s beekellbell midst,
Johnson also developed a keen
nterest in politics sad she
government and dieted ter pale
lication a number of "Notebook"
columns on thses mod other suB•
"is.
He is nsanistll M Gle brow
Betsy Villa= of MadiserrUkr.
They plea le Mukha rofh




MANY ITEMS NOW MARKED BELOW C
Uti To $21.98
DRESSES








Girls $17.98 Carcoat for
Boys White Dress Shirts
Boys Jeans & Trousers







Hurry Limited Time Only On This Going-Out-Of-Business Sale
.4TINY TOGGIERT
T • KY.
Before You Buy Look For These "20 I
Reasons Why”
: GENERAL ELECTRIC :
15 THE BEST FREEZER BUY 1
-
tu 2. 07:1:I l
te:11:ed on finish












Alum_i_num liner is chip-
Strong Spring loaded bin-
J. raise counterbalanced
lid easily. Insures tight
seed *ken closed.
2 Sealing type gasket insureslow temperature inside.
2 Vacuum tested interior in-
sires against air leaks
and moisture in insula-
tion
4 Entire liner is a fo.t freez-ing surface
Breaker strip separates
cold metal innerliner
from warm metal outside.
Prevents cold loss.
6 proof and rustproof
I 7 Aluminumlinerquicker, stay s colgdetslon"dgelr I
uses less electricity





fi Fiberglass of Polyurethane






• Aluanon tttt hoer, raw (morel
Pawl tran•rer







MOLDS UP TO 420 LBS
OF FROZEN FOOD!
$169.95
— $8.90 Per Month
UPRIGHT TYPE — Holds up
to 408 lbs. frozen food — Fast
freezing! 4 convenient door
shelves. Porcelean liner, juice
can storeage, every shelf fast
freezing.
$169.95





2 Convenient tumbler leek
ia on most models




16 Hermatieally sealed re.frigerating system, IMO
metal glass leads ter
long life.
17 Compressor, condenseremporater amuenibled
inqo one psnii111404111 Mg
bigeritting system kr
long life.
18 All steel wrap aroundcabinet for sturdy ealv•
struetion.
195 year warranty on com-plete freezing syskin.
120 Nlvoier;mtra or charge f.r 4-1°.1
runty.
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
! 208 LAKE STREET PHONE 1














































































































etc. in'e for rent or for sale at
SOUTISIDE DRUG - 429-2362.
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
OUR BEST grade outside paint
$5.05 per gallon. Antlquillg
1
I III r: I 
Funning "Cle easy. Got Your kit 53.95..de Paint ir Gibbs Co. 112
GAINS Commercial Ai e.
Genova! Electric Sties .—
Reffigeraters, running ardor • •
- Sts OS ta 111.111
Cusilson t,loor gt,tg a sq. yd.
Dixie Gas Row...................$75 
Bar stools $7 a piece
Dears* Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator  $159.95
,Del.inc• Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator   $11103






FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp










il-cyl Straight Shift; Sharp
FORD station wagon
STUDEBAKER, OD SE Dr.
PONTIAC 4-dr hardtop;
clean, with power
CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-6,
automatic
CHIEV wagon, 4-door




FORD 21i-Ton Truck; 14. 
feelgrain bed
DODGE Van





US 43-51 Bypass, North
tiAL:A Super sports, 327ne, 4-speed, local car;
around 10,000 miles; blue
IMPALA 2-dr hardtop, 4
sisoed; Twin. car; yellow
NORD LTD 4.dr hardtop;




C,HEV Belair 4-dr sedan; Ps
lj air; whit* car
CklEVELLE Super Sports;
Isspeed; red
IMPALA 2-dr hardtop Vi;
straight shift, red; local 1.
creirrier car
CORVETTE convertible;
white with red inside, 327,
4-speed, both tops; Ky. car
GALAXIE SEE 2-dr hardtop;
automatic, white. Tenn. car
PONTIAC convertible;
white, Ps; automatic
BUICK Special 4-dr sedan,
Ps. VII; automatic. Ky. car
BE LAIR 4-dr, 6-cyl, straight,
white; Ky. car
CORVAIR 2-dr. white, 4-
5peed







BELAIR VIII, Pg; groan
TRUCKS
CHEVROLET pickup, long









-Other models not listed-
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3E41 Fulton -
Main office 472-2466
IRS. Havalfseastt - Aubrity Tay-
lor - Larry S•ay - Dwain
and Dan Taylor
Is a hurry? Too busy to make
a dessert for your family? Than
let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mrs. Johrssoo
makes delicioue home-made pies to
order. Just call her at 479-2183 and
your cooking's done!
—
Yoe/ Saw It is Tie
PPER. _
kEN • I EN AUTO SALES
1 Here is a beautiful red 64 iFORD GALAXIE SOO! A 2-dr. 1




Needed to train as semi drivers.
Earn over $3 per hour. Call
513-895-8727 or write Mrs. Lewis,
Nation Wide Semi Division,
Haeckl Freight Terminal Building,
1255 Ccrwin Avenue, Hamilton,
Ohio, evenings phone 513-241-5572.
• Program Director





and application blanks avail-
able at County Judo vs Offices in
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and
Ballard Counties, also at City
Hall in Fulton, Kentucky.
APPLCATIONS MUST BE RE-




BARGAINS OF THE- WEEK!
'9962 1-BIRD, white with red interior f'actorv Air, power sieer-.
ing, power brakes, radio & heater. A luxury car with the eco-
mica! price of $14195
1965 CORVAIR 500. 2 dr. Snarl Coupe White with green interior,
radio, heater, 3-in-the-floor. 18,300 actual 1 owner miles. Sporty
and like brand new! 
SEE TILL ADAMS or BOB MASSON
FTJLTON CAR MART, Fulton, ICy.W,:ij:; KI
gin prospect of hot weathei recalls prwious summersuRerings, make yourself TOT* comfortable this year by
heeding these hints front Manley & Jamas laboratories:
CL( GOOD WAY TO BEAT THE
HEAT is with frequent showers.
According to sci•n . lukewarm
water cools you off more quickly than
cold water.
WO BEST SUMMER PESTS lik• flies and
mosquitoes, limit your,.,. of hair toniCS and
cosmetics, and use a residual insect spray on
screens, around porches and doorways.
VICE A SNEAK FROM HAYFEVER SYMPTOMS-if you're
as. at 22 million hay foyer
witsrse, in th• 1).2.--socatien in a
spet vidk • low polio* meant. Bot if
Mot is hapossIble, you always can
soak relief with Coate. capsules, the
slocangestont awl helps redosa
matting, running he.. itching •ral
watering *yes up to 12 hours.
/OR MORE FUN IN THE SUN
on the beach or in the backyard,
vse o suntan lotion that blocks Out the
tun's burning roys and lets in the
healthy tanning ones.
out of that "unwanted furniture
at your house!
LAST WEEK Mrs. "X" had same
furniture she wanted to sell. so she
ran an ad in the SHOPPER. L'ir-
aulation 6,200).
The ad cost a modest $1 50 13c a
»ord).
She was BESIEGED with calls.
and of course, sold the furniture
. . .
There are obviously hundreds of
people out in SHOPPER-LAND
who are loaking for bargains to
buy. Do you have any at your
licuse? Write your own ad and
bring it and the moeny to The
NEWS officer on Commercial
‘ve. Mrs. -X" will testify to Shop-
eer pulling potter!
V repair Keys made
ectric repair and wiring
We sharpen lawnmowers
The time for horseplay-and planning-Is before the drive ns.
It's wise to have enough books and toys In the car to keep the
children happy, and some cigars to help Dad rents while driving.
Whether you'll stay close to
home or drive long distances
over holiday weekends this
year, these tips may help
you increase your safety and
make the trip more enjoy
able, too.
1. Borrow tricks front pro-
fessional drivers. Watch not
only the car in front, but
also the car ahead of that
one. Watching the left front
wheels of oncoming cars can
help you anticipate surprise
turns before the other guy
swerves into your lane.
2. Seek wide-open spaces
The old rule of one car len&
for every 10 miles of speed is
okay on city streets and ordi
nary roads- but stretch it ot
high-speed highways, when
rear-end collisions are a corn
mon hazard.
3. Check often for tire cut:.
and bruises. Though nylon
tire cord isn't damaged by
water penetrating into cuts
and bruises, other fibers are
easily affected if the rubber
coating is cut. Check for cuts
every time you check tire
pressure.
4. Keep in mind driving
comfort. To combat frayed
!nerves which can result from
highway motoring, frequent
restbreaks are good. One good
way kriniallikkaaisallaftWA-
driving ,iikto keep a package
of cigar* 'in the glove com-








tE3*tl4GT019, Ky. - Twenty-
six lay farm, business and civic
leaders from the Jackson Pur-
chase area visited the Univer-
sity of Kentucky's Agricultural
College and Experiment Station
They are one group oi a large
number throughout the state
which periodically have toured
the facility, to learn more of
University of Kentucky opera-
tions.
They were greeted by Di.
William A. Seay, dean of the
college and director of the ex-
periment station. Staff members
from the college, station an d
the University Cooperative Ex-
tension Service acted as guides.
The invited group, by county,
included:
Fulton: Mrs. Blanche Moses,
Mrs. Percy Lee and Lucian Is-
bell
Hickman: Mrs. Maxine Grif-
fin and E. D. White.
Graves: Nolan Yates, Mrs.
Yates, Glenn Mason and Mrs.
Mason, and Mrs. Albert Cash.
Carlisle: Joe Wilson.
Marshall: Hailer Morgan and
Mrs. Morgan, Shelby McCallum.
and Mrs. Eddie Wilford.
Calloway: Mrs. J. A. Outten°.
McCracken: Dr. Jerry Mack-
lin, Mrs. 0. J. Wallace, Mrs. J.
L. Murphy, Mrs. William Far-
mer, Mrs. Peter Gaffeney, Mrs.
Julian Cash, Judy Cash, Michael
Cash, Charles Mathison and
Clara Tanner.
Want Quick Results"
Buy A Shopper Want Ad
Subscribe To The News
Tha Complete Newspaper
of well-being that comes with
smoking a good cigar can con-
tribute to his driving enjoy-
ment. A back rest, gloves and
a good pair of sunglasses may
also add to the driver's com-
fort.
5. Always give the right of
way-especially if the other
driver's wrong. If he's at fault,
he's probably a faulty driver
-and the best place for a
faulty driver is out of your
way!
6. Use your seat belts. If
you don't have them, get
some - but accept only those
certified as meeting the safety
standards of the Society of
Automotive Engineers. Fas-
ten your seat belt even when
only going around the corner.
Two-thirds of fatal accidents
occur within 25 miles of home.
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c \
Ake At Mk lirr"
John Vincent, The Peoples' Candidate
John Vincent aives to the people
In the 24th Senatorial District, and
the State of Tennessee, experience,
Ability, Knowledge, Integrity, Honesty
and a government for the people and
by the people. John Vincent Ls
As past member of the 84th Gen-
oral Assembly, having served on
committees in Agriculture, Cor-
rectional Institutions, Edumtion,
Local Government and Public
and Mental Health.
A member of the Martin First
Methodist CLurch. He is a mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees of
the First Methodist Church in
Martin and serves as Sunday
School Teacher.
'
Associated with a John Deer Im-
plement dealership and actively
engaged in farming.
(5) A member of the Weakley Coun-
ty Chamber of Commerce.
Active in various civic functions.
Having served as president of
the Weakley County Farm
Bureau and actively engaged in
farming, he knows the agricul-
tural problems facing the farmers
in the 24th Senatorial District
and the State of Tennessee.
Having an interest in a manufac-
turing concern, he knows and un-
derstands the problems confront-
ing industry, management and
labor.
VOTE. FOR JOHN VINCENT FOR
STATE SENATOR
24th SENATORIAL DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE
Democratic Primary Thursday, August 4th
Fulton, Ky. July 21, 1966 Page 6
etd 1/14/08e0ifliffra__
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PIMENTO SALAD 8 Ca. FROii§it 
KITCHEN 
& OLIVE SALAD 805. 45(
MACARONI SALAD moz. 49( POTATO SALAD 1105. 35t
TUNA FISH SALAD 807.. 53( CHICKEN SALAD so'. 49c
BAR-B-OUE PORV$1.25 BAR-B-OUE CHICKEN LB. 69(
C 0 IF FEE FOLGER'S
LIMIT I
WITH $5 .00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
LB.
SHOWBOAT RED SHOWBOAT SHOWBOAT 40 OZ. CAN SHOWBOAT 2 1/2 SIZE 29 OZ. CAN
KIDNEY ipoftg4%). 4 FOR Si RFS, BEANS "Z. CAN 4 FOR Si ?AprER,AI( & Bo4LNA F°13 Si S 
16 
WEET POTATOES 4
,T,,,O,MATAppURCATJUP 5 FOR $1 ORANGE DRINK 540Z. 49( BATHROOM TISSUE 69 ic,!AT'5ELCHERRIES
BLACK Pf.pF$R 1 °Z. CAN 10( BEEF STEW OZ. CAN 3 89( DODERANT:B:=7:Eo'z.19( CRACKERS
sifiEER#TO jUISCE 3 Foil 89( }!if4APF:SHMALLOW PIES 3'0( ktiicylpp.E)Atp TEA "59c PAPER PLATESVERNO'S (AGED - 4 YEARS IN WOOD)
pLEANNUT BUTTER 49c toyl BtistiES 12 5:: CANS EACH 1OC !g3934TUTETNDER 16 OZ. CANS FOR 29c GINGER ALE 6°R 55cBUSH'S WHOLE
CUT BEETS moz.— 2 -..25( BARTLET 'PEARS 3 FOR Si SWEET PEAS .60z.c" 6 FOR 51 GREEN BEANS ITA214—.5 FOR $1
CANIALOPES MISSOURI --HOME GROWN
LEMONS DOZEN 294
ROOT BEER DAD'S OCE1COLD) 
GALLON 






39( K , AMERICAN    CHEESE/I-x.3- 39( il ctilANd 'Alit


























49( LEMONADE uB13: CAN
FROZEN
29( pcgAlipERCH







DOUBLE OUALITY STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
WE CLOSE ALL DAY ON THE SABBATH
